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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Mitchellville, Arkansas, a rural community of 150 displaced farm families in Desha County, is a relic of the agricultural past.

The unskilled laborers pursue vocations of

cotton chopping and cotton picking with little success.
Vocational skills required in an urban society are sorely
lacking.

Affluence is nonexistent.

Governmental and private agencies are emphasizing the
need of education for the citizens of the United States.

The

citizen of Mitchellville has been deprived of an adequate
education.

Even the basic skills of reading, writing, and

arithmetic are minimal.
Other areas where great need is reflected are recreation, health, housing, and employment.
parks nor other recreational facilities.
of dilapidated shacks.

Mitchellville has no
The housing consists

Most homes do not have indoor plumbing.

The accepted standards of living are but illusionary dreams
to the citizens of Mitchellville.
The distinctive feature of the Mit6hellville community
is that the 600 citizens of Mitchellville are Negro.

B. F.

Riley states in his book regarding the relationships of the
Negro and the Whites

2

To contribute to the interest of the Negro, is
to contribute, at the same time, to the interest
of the public weal of which he is a part. To
accomplish the most for him as well as as for
ourselves, the policy must be one of construction and not of destruction, for a policy of
destruction is a two-edged sword which cuts both
ways. Action toward another or others is reaction toward ourselves. We cannot escape the
fact that the destinies of both races are inseparably bound together, and equally productive
of good to both races. Nothing less than the development of each race will produce this result for
manh?o~ in.a dymocracy is the essential basis of
part~c~pat~on.

On December 2, 1967 , twenty-one volunteer students
from Ouachita Baptist University traveled to Mitchellville.
Under the direction of Mrs. Daisy Bates of the Office of
Economic Opportunity Rural Training Program and Dr. Bob

c.

Riley, Chairman of the Department of Political Science at
Ouachita Baptist University and consultant of the Office of
Economic Opportunity Rural Training Program, the students
conducted a survey to determine the extent of specific needs
of the citizens of Mitchellville.
I.

THE PROBLEM

Statement Qt the Problem.

The problem of the Negro

has not been solved in the centuries in which it has existed.

1B. F. Riley, The White Man's Burden (Birmingham,

Alabama:

B. F. Riley, 1910), p. 13.

3

The Negro problem is considered prime on the domestic scene
and an international handicap of the United States. 2
Economic deprivation exists in Mitchellville.

Yet,

this community is only one of many burdened under the saddle
of poverty.

The problems facing this Arkansas community are

in existence not only in Arkansas but in the other states as
well.

By studying the efforts of college students to oblit-

erate poverty in one particularly deprived community, other
similarily underdeveloped areas will also be benefited.
A study of such a community and advancement of the
citizens is appropriate.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt said,

over a quarter century ago, "One-third of our nation is illfed, ill-housed, and ill-clothed."

In Mitchellville, Arkansas,

1969, this statement is more than appropriate.
Significance Q[

~

Study.

An attempt was made to

develop this delta town of Mitchellville through education of
the residents, increased economic self-sufficiency, and expansion of the limited community facilities.

Mitchellville

was typical of the Negro farm laborer community in which the
citizens suddenly found themselves without employment.

Im-

provement of this town could serve as a pattern to other settlements of poverty.

Hills

2
Rayford w. Logan (ed.), What the Negro ~ants (Chapel
University of North Carolina Press, 1944 , p. 1.

4
The objective of the program was to improve Mitchellville by utilizing the skills and abilities of the college
students who remain the central force of the project.

Human

resources were to be used as well as local, state, and federal
agencies and institutions.
The study of the development of an undeveloped society
resulted in a challenge to the contemporary problems and
minds of the college students.

The answer to the problem of

the Negro has not been solved.

Solutions are attempted

through the process of education.

Only through the work of

the more fortunate can the ills of the less fortunate be
amended.

A study of a student oriented experiment conducted

on the university level seemed a pathway to amendment.
II.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Office Q[ Economic Opportunity. The Office of Economic
Opportunity (OE0) 3 refers to the federally sponsored agency
for the allievation of economic, social, and cultural poverty.
Arkansas Office Qf Economic Opportunity Rural Training
Program.

The Arkansas Office of Economic Opportunity Rural

Training Program (Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program) is
a state sponsored agency for the allievation of economic,
social, and cultural poverty in the rural area where there
3 Hereafter alphabetical abbreviations will be used for
designated agencies.

5

are generally poorer conditions.
Poverty.

The term "poverty" indicates a lack of

money or material possessions; the term also applies to the
need of cultural and social abilities.
~ ~

National Association
People.

Advancement Q( Colored

The National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People (NAACP) is the model for all subsequent civil
right associations with regard to the Negro.
OmblSdsman.

The term "ombudsman" refers to the repre-

sentative directing specific problems to designated agencies
for solution.
Ooeration Bootstraps.

"Operation Bootstraps" applies

to the federally sponsored program designed specifically for
the economic, cultural, and political advancements of Mitchellville, Arkansas.
Community.

The term "community., pertains to the in-

corporated town of Mitchellville, Arkansas.
III.

DELIMITATIONS

The immediate nature of the occurence of the program
for the advancement of Mitchellville required the research
to be of the field study variety.
tional.

The material was transi-

The specific time involved in this study began with

6
the original survey conducted by the Ouachita Baptist University students in December, 1967, and concluded with therefunding of the OEO Self-Help program in March, 1969.
The study involved isolating an area of poverty, diagnosing the needs, and attempting to raise the low standards
of living.

A brief history of the community was included to

give the reader the background information of the citizens
of the community.

The study of the program was done through

personal interviews, maps, research, reports, and periodicals.
The economic, social, and cultural changes in the community
were considered to be of prime importance.

This study did

not intend to express personal opinions concerning the social
and cultural changes which could not be documented by appropriate records or personal interviews.
IV.

SOURCES AND TREATMENT OF DATA

Materials were accumulated from relevant local, state,
and federal agencies and institutions.

Those contributing

were the Farmer's Home Administration, the State Planning Commission, State Welfare Commission, Employment Security Division, Public Health Administration, housing agencies, the
State Department of Education, and the Arkansas OEO Rural
Training Program.
Interviews with Mrs. Daisy Bates, Dr. Bob

c.

Riley,

Mitchellville citizens, and Ouachita Baptist University students participating in the program development were included.

7
Personal observations and experiences were given from the
viewpoint of the college student.
Since the student participation emphasis was made,
special note was made on the activities of the Ouachita Baptist University students in their committees.

Reports sub-

mitted to the OEO in Washington, D.C. were of major importance.
Explanations were offered concerning the accomplishments of the students and the progress of the program.

Numer-

ous memorandums of the figures involved in conferences to

.

advance the program, newspaper coverage on the local, state,
and national level, and newsletter items in the NAACP publications suggested added interest in the Mitchellville project.

CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF MITCHELLVILLE
BEFORE OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ASSISTANCE
Mitchellville began approximately 25 years ago when
the federal government closed a National Youth Administration
Camp.

The land was given to the Dumas School District, a

group of 29 autonomous Negro Baptist congregations in Lincoln
and Desha Counties.

To provide more adequate supervision

the Watson . School District (Lincoln County) assumed full
ownership of the 37-acre tract on December 25, 1944.

Rever-

end John Mitchell was then responsible for the district and
the selling of lots to the Negro families.

Mitchellville

was incorporated in 1963 and named after the Reverend Mit chell. 4
The only industry in Mitchellville was and continues
to be the Puryear Wood Products Company, Inc.
hired some of the citizens of the area.

This industry

Other residents

found employment in Dumas, Arkansas, and surrounding areas.
The only other employment was farm labor.

When such jobs as

cotton picking were available the accepted wage for a ten hour
day ranged from $3.50 in 1955 to $5.00 in 1969.
4 Interview with Mrs. Daisy Bates.
secured.

According

Permission to quote

9

to Mr. Charles McCarrell , a Mitchellville resident since 1955,
many jobs were scarce and required working from sunrise to
sunset, 5
From 1950 through 1960 Mitchellville suffered a loss
in population of 23,5%,
tion.

The loss was due to farm labor migra-

Another survey conducted in December, 1967 , by the

Political Science Department of Ouachita Baptist University
revealed an increase in population for this seven year period
of 73, bringing the total population to approximately 600.
One hundred fifty families lived in Mitchellville at the time
6
of this second recorded census.
From the establishment of the tmvn the citizens believed that the population should increase.

Mitchellville

was to continue in growth because the citizens sincerely
wanted to help others to improve their own individual conditions.

Motivations coupled \vith leadership and co-operation

were promoted to structure a new environment,

As Mrs, Daisy

Bates emphasized:
Twenty-five years ago the people of Mitchellville were unable to upgrade their station in
life because of a lack of leadership and
5 rnterview with Mr. Charles McCarrell. Permission
to quote secured.
6 As quoted from a report by Mrs. Daisy Bates for the
Office of Economic Opportunity.

10

responsibility. There was a crying need among
the residents to live a life of dignity and
self-respect, All these people needed was
someone or something to channel them into
development.
Mitchellville began from raw land,

In contrast to the

high expectations, it was a new born, poverty stricken town
where shabby homes were constructed amid gravel roads,

Within

a decade an industry was established, a few commercial enterprises begun, a water system completed, and a church erected,
All these services mentioned were functioning at the time of
this study,
If the citizen of Mitchellville was too old to find
employment or unable to work for other reasons, welfare was
the answer, in addition to social security benefits,
The survival of the community required that industry
be developed,

Dumas, a city of approximately 5,000 popula-

tion two miles west of Mitchellville, could not support the
total working residents of Mitchellville in the future.

Pine

Bluff, 40 miles north of Mitchellville with a population of
57,000, was not within practical distance for employment opportunities.

A self-supporting community with job opportuni-

ties centrally located remained the prime objective of community development,
The citizens of Mitchellville worked hard to build the
community to become a city of pride in the State of Arkansas,
The American spirit was alive in Mitchellville and only

11
needed to be lead and encouraged in the right directions for
improvement.
Mitchellville was within the Mississippi Alluvial
Plain.

The terrain was a flood plain affected by the Missis-

sippi River.

The land in Desha County was flat and very poor-

ly drained by streams and channels.
15 square miles of area.

Desha County encompassed
Most streams drained southward. 7

Included in the survey conducted by the United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service were reports
on soil survey interpretations, drainage development plan,
and an

recreational appraisal by Mr. William Davey,
8
.
.
S tate C onservat~on~st.
ov~rall

All of the streets of Mitchellville were constructed
of dirt and gravel.

No curbs nor gutters, sidewalks nor

traffic control devices were in evidence.
Mitchellville had no schools, one 50 foot by 100 foot
park, and no community facilities for recreation.

The city

was in the process of acquiring a fire station and fire
truck.

The City Hall and City Jail \vere no longer in use.

A desperate need existed for expansion of public and private
facilities.

7
8

Ibid.
see Appendix numbered I.

12
The community also lacked the social organizations
prominent in increased communication between the citizens
and community officials.

Neither the church nor the homes

were used for social gatherings.

The lack of a spirit of

unity and social compassion provided a further serious handicap to community development and organization.

CHAPTER III
ARKANSAS OFFICE OF ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY
RURAL TRAINING PROGRAM
The proposal of the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program
provided training for (1) administrative and supervisory
staff members of Community Action Agencies; (2) non-professional workers, coordinators, and other employees of Community Action Programs in community organization; (3) unemployed
residents of target areas to prepare them for Community Action
Program employment; and, (4) training for Community Action
Agency Boards and Neighborhood Council members to increase
the effectiveness of board operations.

The main objective of

the training proposal was directed toward development of community organizations in the rural areas where there were
generally poorer economic conditions, more sub-standard education, greater problems of communication, fewer capable community
.
.
.
9
1ead ers, and more res1stance
to 1nnovat1on.
The Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program served as a
supportive service to the Community Action Agencies of the
state.

The emphasis was to involve the non-professional and

9

P• 1.

1968-69 Proposal - Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program,

14
the poor in OEO community planning, formation, and execution
.
10
o f po 1 1.cy.
The work proposal of the Rural Training Program was
functional and informal.

The curriculum was based on the

needs of the trainees and the problems to be solved.

The

major emphasis in terms of goals was directed toward community
organizations and management in Community Action Agency
programs.

The lack of education and experience of the workers

resulted in trainees totally unprepared for the responsibilities to which they would be exposed.

The success was important

to the non-professionals themselves who required the inspiration and encouragement through achievement. 11
The OEO, faced with a series of complex problems,
began its operations without precedence.

Training of the

Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program personnel was not emphasized to the degree necessary at the launching of the program
in 1964. 12
The effect of the OEO Rural Training Program was both
immediate and long range.

The immediate value was to provide

training to develop a competent staff for the development of
OEO Rural Training Program.
1o!.Jllg
1. • ,

P• 1 •

ll Ibid., p. 8.
12 Ibid.,
P• 9.

Better qualified persons on all

15
levels of the OEO should result in better quality programs
more related to the needs and problems of the groups served.
The program was to assist the non-professionals and low income people discover their place in the mainstream of American life as reflected in their local communities.

Opportuni-

ties to contribute to the success of the program were provided
to the workers.

The program enhanced public understanding

and appreciation of the OEO.

The program was designed to

help contribute significantly to the efforts of helping the
poor to help themselves. 13
The long range efforts of the training program were
related to the value of the OEO programs in their larger perspective.

The needs of the poor were paramount, both material

and socio-psychological.

The stability of society was

threatened as result of the needs of the poor.

The Chris-

tian conscience, the democratic commitment, the national image,
and the position of world leadership were involved.

The train-

ing program of the project was to build a greater measure of
success at the "grass-roots" level.

The OEO provided an al-

ternative for orderly social change within the confines of the
democratic processes and responsibilities.

The Arkansas OEO

Rural Training Program was aimed toward this ultimate objective. 1
13 Ibid • , p. 7 •
14 Ibid., P• 7.
Riley Library

16
The method of instruction used in the Rural Training
Program included lectures, informal discussions, field trips,
observations, and reports on individual projects by enrollees
from their respective committees.
on an informal basis.
aids were used.

The courses were conducted

Film strips and other audio-visual

The emphasis, in theory and in practice,

was focused on the actual problems of the enrollees in their
respective employment.

Efforts were made to utilize the

Regional Office staff in the Rural Training Program to the
maximum extent.

Every effort was made to insure up-to-date

information on regulations pertaining to Community Action
Programs.

Work-shops, in-service "site" training, training

for Community Action Program Boards and Neighborhood Service
Council members, and management training programs provided
in-depth training and specialization in the Rural Training
Program. 15
From the very conception of the Arkansas OEO Rural
Training Program until the Fall, 1968, the program was under
the sponsorship of Ouachita Baptist University.

The organi-

zation of the original "Operation Bootstraps" program for
self -help for the community regarded Ouachita Baptist University as the applicant agency or sponsor for the program.

With

experience in programs to help the poor, Ouachita assumed the
15 Ibid., P• 51.

17
responsibility for the community development program.

Pre-

viously, such programs designed to help the poor, the educationally and economically deprived--Head Start, Upward Bound,
and the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program of Little Rock,
Arkansas--had been held on the University campus in Arkadelphia, Arkansas. 16
Dr. Riley, a member of the training staff of the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program, became interested in the
Mitchellville program through Mrs. Bates.

Mrs. Bates of the

Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program convinced Dr. Riley that
Hitchellvi.J..le could be helped to help itself.

11

The t-li tchell-

ville idea was a long-time dream of Nrs. Bates, heroine of
Little Rock, former president of the Arkansas State Conference
of NAACP branches, and currently a member of the Association's
National Board of Directors." 17
Through the

~fforts

Ouachita Baptist University

of Mrs. Bates, Dr. Riley, and the
stud~nts

involved, the

. 11e program rece,ve
. d 1 oca 1 , state, an d

v~

Beginning in the fall, 1968, the

.

nat~ona

~rkansas

1

~itchell-

.

attent~on.

l8

OEO Rural

Training Program operated under the sponsorship of the Univer160
~·

.

c~t.,

Bates.

17 "Student Pm.;er Lifts Mitchellville," Crisis (May,
1968), P• 161.
18See Chapter IV for the complete program of development for Mitchellville stressing the involvement of the students of Ouachita Baptist University.

18
sity of Arkansas Graduate School of Social Work.

The Gradu-

ate School was a division of the University of Arkansas at
Little Rock and offered a program of graduate professional
education leading to a Master of Social Work degree.

Admin-

istered by its own dean, faculty, and staff, the primary purpose was to prepare social workers for beginning practice in
a variety of settings including Community Action Agencies.
Through this Graduate School the Arkansas OEO Rural Training
Program had access and strong connections to social welfare
resources and other state-wide programs.

.
Program was administered

The Rural Training

by the Project Director and staff to

whom administrative authority was delegated.

The Project

Director, who had a faculty appointment, provided supervision of all activities and coordinated the training project
with the Graduate Schoo1. 19
The Project Director for the duration of the period
beginning July 1, 1968, and extending through June 30, 1969,
was Earl E. Evans.
was $234,938. 20

The operating budget for this same period

The key faculty members of the Graduate School shared
in the work of the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program and
were involved to insure a highly effect ive contribution to
19QQ. cit •• 1968-69 -Arkansas OEO Rural Training
Program, pp. 6-6b.
20
Ibid., pp. 65-71.

18

the program.

Effective coordination was maintained with the

General Extension and the Agricultural Extension Divisions
of the University of Arkansas. 21

21 Ibid., p. 61.

CHAPTER IV
OPERATION BOOTSTRAPS
Through the interest of the Ouachita Baptist University students the residents of Mitchellville received the
motivation to improve their individual education, to improve
their ability to operate their own local government, and to
improve their homes and vocation potential. 22
• • • Since the colleges and universities harbor
the reservoir of knowledge that our society
will operate in the future, it s~ems practical
enough to put it to use while the student is
still in school so those fruitful years can be
used to aid society and give him experience for
the job and the place he will maintain when he
graduates.23
The actual involvement of the college students began
on December 2, 1967.

Twenty-one volunteer students in Dr.

Riley ' s political science classes conducted a survey about
the community.

Before the day ended plans were made to set

up adult education classes and to have student work projects
to help remove health hazards within the area. 24
The results of the survey were revealing.

Of the 150

22Qn. cit., "Student Power Lifts Hitche llvi lle, " p.
161.
23 Bobby Stover, Editor, Ouachita Baptist University
Signal, Spring, , 1968.
24
Qn. cit., "Student Power Lifts Mitchellville," p.
161.

20

families in the community, 45 had an annual income of less
than $1000.
year.

Only 10 families earned more than $5000 per

Eighty per cent of the homes required repair or recon-

struction.

The residents were found to be friendly but often

seemed reserved and cautious when answering questions.

Other

residents waited in front of their houses anxiously awaiting
the student surveyor.

The male-female teams received a greater

acceptance than the male teams.
suspicious of them. 25

The citizens appeared less

Mrs. Bates took the information interpreted from the
survey to New York for a conference with Roy Wilkins, NAACP
executive officer.
the program.

The support of the NAACP was pledged to

Mrs. Bates also went to Washington, D.C. with

Miss Cloene Biggs, a junior Political Science major at Ouachita
Baptist University. 26 The women conferred with Dr. Robert c.
Weaver, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development; Theodore
Berry, Deputy Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity;
and Orville Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture.

Each represen-

tative pledged the full support of his agency.

After Secretary

Freeman endorsed the Mitchellville program, John Baker, assistant administrator of the Department of Agriculture, made an
announcement in Pine Bluff promising a grant of $60,000 and
25 Arkansas Gazette, January 7, 1968.
26
Miss Biggs was a resident of Logan County, Arkansas.
Relatively few Negroes lived in this county.

21
a loan of $42,000 for a sewer and treatment facil i ty .

Arkan-

sas Senator John NcClellan was also instrumental in assisting
the student development program for Mitchellville .

Using

the results of the student survey T'vlrs . Bates had previously
est imated that the cost of such a sewerage system would be
$90 , 000 -- an amount too great f or t he community to undertake
without loans or grants .

~tring

t he summer of 1966 , t he com-

munity had put in a water line by borrowing
Farmer ' s Home Administration ,
. . 1 resources • 27
mun1c1pa

~43,500

from the

This expense had strained the

.

Nitchellville applied to the Department of

Hou~ing

and

Urban DPvelopment for a $6 , 000 planning grant and to the
OEO for $39 , 000 for a

summ~r

Nay through August , 1968 . 28

education grant to operate from
Thi<> grant was refused by Gerson

N. Green, director of the Research and Demonstration Section

of the federal OEO Community Action Program ,

His reason for

refusing the grant \vas that the involvement of the student
volunteers in planning and provision of services \vas not innovating . 29

To some observers this appeared to be an unrea-

.
1 1zat1on.
"
.
30
sona ble ratLona

270
161 .

~·

.

C1t • ,

"Student Power Lifts "''itchellville, " p .

28 Ibid ., p . 163 .
29 Pine Bluff Commercial , Hay 6 , 1968 ,
30 see Appendix numbered D.

22
All relevant local, state, and federal agencies and
institutions were encouraged to participate in the Mitchellville
project.

These included Ouachita Baptist University; Agri-

culture, Mechanical, and Normal College; the University of
Arkansas; the Farmer's Home Administration; the State Planning Commission; the Arkansas Department of Welfare; the Arkansas Department of Public Health; the Arkansas OEO; the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program; and, the Arkansas State
Department of Labor.

Local citizens pledged their support

as well as local officials, county judges, members of the
Arkansas Legislature, civil rights organizations, and education associations. 31
The primary beneficiaries of the Mitchellville program were the 150 displaced farm families.

Included in this

estimated figure are approximately 250 children.

Mode figures

of the student survey indicated that the middle age group
was small in number because of the lack of economic opportunity.

The HeadStart Project, literacy programs, recreational

activities, and vocational counseling were of value to the
young,

The old shared in the benefits of the program through

the increased facilities for health, education, housing, and
sewage. 32
31 Bates, QQ. cit.
32 Ibid.

23
In addition to the primary beneficiaries were the
secondary beneficiaries, the college students.

These young

people were exposed to the basic, raw, inescapable facts of
poverty, most for the first time.

This was vital to the

program and vital to the practical education of society.
Education through experience and purpose was perhaps the
greatest lesson of all taught through the experiment of Mitchellville.33
We're all students and we're learning. We're
willing to supply willing hearts and hands
and we'd like to feel we ' re available when
you need us. This is just the opening of a
better life for all who live here.34
A third group of beneficiaries were the similarily
undeveloped communities .

This wealth of untapped potential

rested in numerous communities like Mitchellville.

The pros-

pect was that someday they also would receive federal , state,
and local assistance in the elimination of economic depriva.
35
t~on.
During the civil rights fight of the past decade,
students became involved, but it was more the
exception than the rule, and all too often their
participation was devoted to demonstrations and
{not to mean that this is necessarily a bad
participation) instead of actually helping someone who needed immediate help. Since the colleges
and the universities harbor the reservoir of
33 Ibid.
34Dr. Bob c. Riley, Arkansas Gazette, January 7, 1968.
35Bates, Report for OEO , QR• cit.

24

knowledge that society will operate, it seems practical to put it to use while the student is still
in school. Those fruitful years can be used to
aid society and give him experience for the job
and place he will maintain when he graduates. In
Arkansas alone there are many Mitchellvilles. There
are also many intelligent and able bodied students
who may be wasting some of their more productive
years by not helping them. We commend Dr. Riley
and his group for not letting this happen to them. 36
The objectives of the Mitchellville program were:
1.

To make an assessment of the problems of a community.

2.

Develop meaningful programs and processes to improve
the economic conditions of the community.

3.

To motivate and to convey a sense of hope and aspiratiQn to members of the local community toward economic
self-sufficiency,

4.

To arouse and enlist local, state, and national
institutions and agencies with the view of
making the combined resources available to Mitchellville for its economic development.

5.

To improve educational opportunities, health,
housing, recreation and the general cultural
conditions of the area.

6.

To demonstrate the potential of local, state, and
national agencies in giving practical help to
deprived communities.

7.

To provide an opportunity for involving institutions of higher learning on real problem situations as a means of having education related to
the problems and needs of society.

8.

To encourage development of local enterprises and
industry as a means of providing employment for
the area,J/
365

tover,

~·

.
c1t.

37 Bates, Ooeration Bootstraps, QQ• cit.
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The work program proposed depended upon the needs and
problems of the community.

The program for Mitchellville em-

braced the following:
1.

An assessment of the needs and problems of the
community .

2.

Providing education and training consistent with
the needs of the community,

3.

Providing for recreation, physical fitness, and
health.

4.

Providing information on the practical everyday
problems of the members of the community--both
young and old.

5.

Improvement of housing, sewage, streets, and
sanitation.

6.

Cultural enrichment locally as well as through
field trips.

7.

Encouragement in developing local enterprises
and industry as means of employment.

8.

Development of vocational skills through referrals, if not practical to develop locally.38

CHAPTER V
ACHIEVEMENTS OF OPERATION BOOTSTRAPS
The plight of Nitchellville was for the most part a
direct result of an economic system where little value was
placed on education,

Cultural as well as economic depriva-

tion was manifested.

The plantation system, the sharecropper,

and the tenant farmer left marks on Mitchellville and they
were largely the source of its present circumstances.

Mitchell-

ville suffered from a situation where unskilled labor was
the primary means of income,

These pursuits left the resi-

dents of the community without the skills necessary in an
urban society and an industrial economy, 39
39 In Mitchellville, an all Negro community, there
were two worlds coming together from different economic and
social backgrounds, According to statistics given in the
Statistical Data Regardi~g Incidenc0 of Poverry i· the St~te
of Arkansas,~ of -he adults werE' under the age of 6!1
(157) '\vhile the additional 32'7.' (73) werE" over thP ~gP of
65, Th0 total number of childrPr was 255; 29% (74) were
attending school '\vhile 71% (1!31) Here placed in the preschool category.
Only 42 families had an income of over $3000 per year.
There werE" six young adults individually who had an income
of o\·er $3000. The fami 1 ie~ E'xist L1g on incomes of under
$3000 per year numbered 89 (630'1) . There 'vere 64 persons
collecting Social Security in addition to 62 perso~s receiving welfare benefits.
All of the citizens of Nitchellville were Negro. The
per cent of non-white in Dest .<t Cot•nty was 48.1. The total
population of the county '\vas 20,770. Surveys reveal~d that
the cot··:ty lost 2100 Negroes ~n the pPriod of 1950-1960 yet
receivE'd an overall incrf'ase in population of 17.4~ . Desha
County ranked 31st in 1960 in order of population of 75
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Mitchellville was very typical of many rural communities because of the environment.

Neglect seemed to be the

proper term to apply to the circumstances of the community
and to similiar communities.

Neglect in education, cultural

enrichment, recreation, health, housing, and employment opportunities were evidenced.

The Mitchellville OEO Self-Help

Project had a limited budget with which to alleviate many
of the problems resulting from these conditions. 40 The members of the staff of Operation Bootstraps selected health,
education, welfare, employment, and recreation to be the

counties. The percentage of urban population was 38.5%.
Desha County ranked 19th in the number of families with income less than $1000 per year. The survey revealed that 22.4%
(1,081) of the families in Desha County received less than
$1000 annually. The county ranked 36th in the number of
families with incomes of between $1000 to $1999 per year.
There were 1,090 families (22.6%) in this category. Desha
was 74th in the number of families receiving from $2000 to
$2999 annually. There were 555 families in this category
(11.5%). Desha County was ranked 37th in regard to the
total number of families with incomes of less than $3000
per year--2,787 families (56.56%).
According to the same survey, 6% of the male labor force
over 14 years of age were unemployed in Desha County while
8.1% of the females of the same age were unemployed. The
total labor force for the males numbered 4,606 and for the
females 1,658. The number of persons over 65 receiving Old
Age Assistance benefits were 729 out of a possible 2,041. The
rank and number receiving this assistance in June, 1963, was
35.7%.
The number of persons from the ages of 14 through 17 enrolled in school in Desha County averaged 85.6%. Desha County
ranked 19th in the total number of persons over 25 years of
age (10,163) with less than 8 years of formal education (5,139)
with 50.6%.
40 see Appendix numbered B.
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short range goals.

The long range goals chosen were sewerage,

streets, housing, and community development. 41
Adequate health services were needed not only for Mitchellville but for other low income communities of Desha County
as well.

The clients were allowed only one visit per month

to the office of a doctor at the expense of the Department
of Welfare.

In order to acquire this privilege the patient

had first to receive authorization from the Welfare Office
in McGehee.

This required a period of three to four days.

If a visit was made to the physician without this authorization, the patient paid for the examination and the cost of
medication.

Many of the clients were not aware of health

.
42
serv1ces.
A need existed for adequate health insurance .

Most

of the citizens were unable to afford Blue Cross-Blue Shield.
The majority of them purchased insurance that paid only $7.00
for the first week of hospitalization , $14 . 00

for the second ,

and $21 . 00 for the third week . 43
EDUCATION AND TRAINING
The education program called for Negro history, basic

41 Mitchellville OEO Self-Help Project Memorandum
(November, 1968), prepared by Mrs. Daisy Bates,
42 Ibid,
43 Ibid.
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adult education, sewing classes, and carpentry.

Approximately

ten men from the area registered for the Concentrated Employment Program.

The most successful program to date was the

tutoring sessions of organized study.

The sessions were con-

ducted from Tuesday through Friday for the elementary and high
school students.

Miss Betty Portis of the Dumas public schools

along with ten high school students conducted the sessions.
The Community Training Center furnished the books, pencils,
and paper.

Some of the teachers in the schools attended by

the students stated that they had recognized marked improvements since the organization of the classes. 44

On the average 35 students attended the tutoring classes.
Excellent support was given from both the local community and
the school officials.

In a conference with the principals

and teachers of Dumas Elementary School and Reed Elementary
and High School, complementary remarks were offered. 45 Several
students attending the schools had been referred to the tutoring sessions for special assistance. 46 The Superintendent
of the Dumas School District and three Board members visited
the Operation Bootstraps Project in December, 1968.

A black-

44 Ibid.
45see Appendix numbered L.
46
For all practical purposes, a segregated school system was in existence in Desha County at the period of this
writing.
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board was donated for the classes and help in securing type.
. d 47
wr~ters '\'las prom~se •
A project was unden'lay assembling tie racks.

Plans

called for the submission of the finished products at the
end of the training program to manufacturers in an effort to
obtain a contract for orders.

o.

The material was furnished by
L. Puryear, owner of a local wood-products mill. 48
In addition to the ten men enrolled in the Concentra-

ted Training Program, two men were trainees enrolled in the
Home Builders Course and attended special tutoring classes
provided by Operation Bootstraps.

Five residents attended

evening courses at Reed High School, two attended evening
typing classes at Dumas High School, and two attended the
Agricultural, Mining, and Normal College Technical College
in Pine Bluff. 49
HOUSING AND DEVELOPMENT
Four homes in Mitchellville underwent repairs with
loans through the Farmer's Home Administration. 50 The repairs
47 Bates, OEO Report, QQ• cit.
48
Mitchellville OEO Self-Help Project Memorandum
(February, 1969), prepared by Mrs. Daisy Bates.
49 Mitchellville OEO Self-Help Project Nemorandum
(December, 1968) prepared by Mrs. Daisy Bates.
50According to a December, 1968, survey of the 124
residents in Mitchellville, 41 were found to be in satisfactory condition, 26 in deteriorating condition, and 57 were
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were made with Concentrated Employment trainees associated
with Operation Bootstraps. 51 Eight trainees were assigned
to the Mitchellville Project. 52
William McKinney of the regional office of the Federal
Housing Administration met with the staff of Operation Bootstraps and the city council.

McKinney made a study of the

community in an effort to determine the type of housing most
desirable for the citizens. 53
A chemical company obtained an option on 40 acres of
.
1and near t h e commun~ty
center • 54 The location of this plant

.

in Mitchellville greatly improved the economic status of the
community, 5 5

in dilapidated condition. Renewal and rehabilitation programs were essential, The commercial enterprises were in a
deteriorating condition and would be best relocated in a new
area of construction. Mitchellville was unique in that it
did require all the physical functions of a city, building,
street, or recreation facility,
51 see Appendix numbered K.
52 Bates, QQ. cit.
53 Ibido
54 Ibid.
55
The employment opportunities in Mitchellville reflect those in other all-Negro, poverty-stricken communities ,
according to statistics prepared by Dr. Randolph Quick for
the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program. The ~egro was
usually the last to be hired and the first to be fired. There
were about six million of the 20 million Negroes in the
United States gainfully employed. Another one million were
looking for work. Although 10% of the population was ~ egro:
3% of the physicians and surgeons were Negro
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The Concentrated Employment trainees were engaged in
building the first multi-purpose building in Mitcheilville.
The building was to house a fire station, day care center,
classrooms, library, recreation center, dining room, kitchen,
and sleeping quarters for volunteer firemen.
was slated for completion in July, 1969.

The building

The La France Com-

pany of New York has promised fire equipment upon completion
of the building. 56
Through the cooperation of the national office of the

3% of the dentists were Negro
2% of the engineers were Negro
2% of the business managers were Negro
1% of the architects were Negro
1% of the auditors were Negro.
Three out of five Negroes were unskilled. The vast majority of the Negroes earned less than $4,000 a year, far below the $6,140 deemed "modest but adequate" for a family of
four by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. The average Negro
earned slightly more than half as much as the white worker.
Until very recently it was true that a white man with an
8th grade education expected to earn more in his lifetime
than a ~egro with a college degree.
While relatively few of the Negroes were unskilled,
such was not always the case. Of the 120,000 unskilled
workers in the South at the close of the Civil War, 100,000
were Negro . The Negro experienced a unique problem in application for a position as an employee. The question of
assertiveness arose. Discrimination in the use of company
facilities was prohibited by the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Southern operators, in particular, experienced great difficulties because of the long-established practices of
segregation in that section of the country. Though the signs
were easy to remove, the attitudes remained far more difficult to alter.
56 Ibid.
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NAACP McGraw-Hill Publishing Company donated 3,000 books to
start the library.

The Singer Sewing Machine Company donated
12 electric machines for the use of the sewing center. 57
The Council distributed 500 pieces of clothing and the
sewing class made dresses and suits for the needy children.
The clothing was donated by Father James NcVeigh Smith and
the Catholic Women of Little Rock.

The United Dollar Stores

contributed vast quantities of material to Operation Bootstraps. 58
Federal money was available for the development of
a new park through the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation.

Stan-

dards of recreation activity were to be established for a11. 59
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION
The school board was searching for a solution to the
problem of unifying the school system.

This action had to

be done to improve the educational system and meet requirements set by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.

The staff of the Mitchellville Program, worked with

the parents and teachers of both the white and the black.
No communication had been established between the two races.
57 Ibido
58 Ibid.
59 Ibid.
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The situation existed because of a lack of leadership.

60

Mrs. Bates recommended a special six-week training
session in the summer for the teachers and parents in the
school district with a consultant in the field of race relations.

Such a procedure was directed toward a solution of

the problems confronting those in the period of transition. 61
The influence of Operation Bootstraps was felt not
only as an instrument for leadership and guidance for the
poverty stricken but also a source of guidance for the schools .
The effectiveness of the program was haunted by the fear that
the program would not be refunded . 62
Steward Edwards of the Farmers Union, Silas Glover of
the County Office of the Farmer ' s Home Administration, D. L.
O'Neal , James Danough , and Joseph Cavaness of the Employment
Security Division , 63 and Delbert L. Beeman of the u. s. Department of Housing and Urban Development were only a few
of the many consultants and visitors traveling to Mitchellville in an attempt to improve the social , economic, and cultural status of the citizens.

An evaluation team from Volt

60 Ibid.
61 Ibido
62 Ibid .
63

see Appendix numbered G.
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Technical Corporation in Austin, Texas, toured the comrnuni64
t y.
Legal services were made available to the citizens of
Nitchellville through attorney George Howard, Jr. of Pine
Bluff.

Howard, a prominent civil rights attorney, furnished

legal services such as property titles, legal documents,
65
.
.
.
WL. 11 s, and con t ract LnterpretatLons
to th e proJect,

The Nitchellville City Planning Commission was organized upon the basic premise that an orderly, well thoughtout plan for progress was the only realistic and practical

.

approach to making Mitchellville the city its citizens wished
it to become,

The following primary goals were essential in

this planning:
Economic Health
To insure maximum stability and growth in community
output, employment, income, and utilization of resources;
Social Nobility
To promote maximum opportunity for each person to
improve his economic and social status and conditions;
To encourage each individual to contribute to the
welfare and improvement of the community to the
fullest extent of his abilities;
Attractive, Healthful, and Convenient Environment
To work together toward greater convenience in our
daily lives and in the community and to establish
higher standards of health, beauty, and variety in
the surroundings;
64 Bates,
65

Ibid,

.Ql2•

·

CLt,
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Optimum Use of Natural Resources
To seek a better adjustment between the natural environment and th~ superimposed man-made environment of the
area;
Commercial
To provide adequate areas and locations for the establishment and growth of businesses so that all material
of our residents can be adequately and satisfactorily
fulfilled locally;
Residential
To provide adequate and attractive housing for all
residents in order to make this community a more desirable place to live and to encourage people to stay
and others to come to make their home here;
Industrial
To provide attractive and desirable areas with adequate utilities to fulfill the needs of industry so
that expansion and growth can be encouraged; this objective is based on the promise that the jobs and
livelihood provided will stimulate community growth;
Agricultural
To develop co-operative relationships between the urban and rural areas in order to increase the interdependence for the satisfaction of their needs; this
objective serves for the reciprocating stimulus in
the growth of each area and increasing the selfsufficiency of this community .
Public Activities
To provide for those activities that will satisfy the
needs of the residents of this community;
Educational Facilities
To adequately provide for the educational needs and
development of all residents;
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Land Use Compatibility
To obtain maximum utilization of all lands within
the bounds of these regulations and restrictions
established by the people through their governing
body so that planning and organization are reflected by the community image;
Fire Protection
To adequately provide protection against fire and
other preventable destruction to the property of all
residents, whether private, commercial, or industrial;
Parks, Recreation

and~

Space Facilities

To provide areas adequately equipped for the informal relaxation and entertainment of all residents;
Police Protection
To adequately protect all members of this community
through the firm, fair, and uniform application of
all laws and ordinances,66
Overall objectives were established whether the building type or land use be residential, commercial, industrial,
recreational, agricultural, educational , or governmental;
Access

Each should be easily accessible to the public
it serves, and should not present unnecessary
or safety hazards to the movement of pedestrians or vehicles in the area;

Compatibility

Each should incorporate whatever physical design features necessary to protect
it and the adjoining property from unnecessary noise, odor, or other environmental problems;

66
Prepared by Mrs, Daisy Bates for the Arkansas OEO
Rural Training Program,
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Aesthetics

Each should contain architectural and landscaping features as will best blend into
the surrounding physical features and insure conservation of economic values and
appreciation of aesthetic values . 67

CO!'iSllHER BUYING
The Project organized a Consumers Buying Club in an
attempt to convince the citizens to pool their money and
purchase in \\7 holesale lots .

This was begun during December ,

1968 , in the purchase of children's toys from the Cash Wholesale Company of Little Rock .

The citizens bought through

the Consumers Buying Club and saved approximately 40% on their
purchases .

This served as an inducement to strengthen the

Club and further plans were made for the purchase of a number of necessities through collective buying . 68
In a very practical sense the l'-1itchellville OEO Program , Operation Bootstraps , became an intricate part of the
community and its surrounding area .
erable progress .

The Program made consid-

The vast majority of the citizens being

served by the Project were disabled products of culture or
poverty .

This disablement served as an impediment and a

handicap in relation to obtaining , retaining , and adjusting
to employment .
67 Ibid .
68

Bates , QQ • cit .

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the heritage of the plantation system to the
NAACP, from the pre-school children to the elderly, from the
illiterate to those with doctorate degrees--Mitchellville
was a symbol of a community in change.

From its inception

as a settlement of migrant farm laborers until the intervention of the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program, a disadvantaged

exis~ence

was the only life experienced by the citizens

of this impoverished community .
Nany Hitchellvilles had been endured by their citizens
not only in Arkansas but throughout the United States.

Al-

though the inhabitants themselves had the desire to change
their modes of life, the leadership quality required to stimulate the desire to acting initiative was not present.
Through the capable guidance of program director Mrs.
Daisy Bates , counselor Dr. Bob

c.

Riley , and many college

student assistants , the program of Operation Bootstraps began.
Intervening agencies were warmly welcomed in contributing to
the noticeable improvement of the all-Negro community.

The

involvement of the college student as the original stimulus
in influencing the acceptance by the federal, state , and local
authorities cannot be overstated .
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The apprehension of non-funding upon completion of a
previously sponsored period proved a handicap.

Danger existed

in over-encouraging the ambitions of the residents.
The periods of historical significance which influenced the community were before the intervention of the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program (Operation Bootstraps) and after
the initiation of this Program.

During these two periods,

there was a noticeable change of attitude in the citizens.
The hope for a better life through the realization that aid
was forthcoming became evident.
The cultural and social factors of the community were
dependent upon the economic structure.

This structure had

become outdated and was desperately in need of rapid change
from agricultural to industrial.
The educational opportunities made available through
federal programs as well as independent college scholarships
furthered technical knowledge.

The aim of keeping the young

adults in the community was prime.

Only through their learned

capabilities could Mitchellville become a more successful
community.

The settlement of young families was always en-

couraged.
Operation Bootstraps was a federally sponsored experiment in self-help.

Awarded to a community which had previous-

ly experienced unemployment and welfare, the opportunity for
improvement was possible.

Interest in Operation Bootstraps
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successfully brought the possibility of self-respect, selfpride, and self-determination to a rural area where despair
had previously dominanted.
A nelv area of OEO assistance was opened through the
involvement of the college student with the poor.

The young

educated students had never before witnessed the extremes of
the society in which they live.

These students had the time,

the desire, and the ability to donate to those in need the
knowledge of improved living.

A demonstration of help to

the established way of poverty provided experience to the
college student in better understanding the circumstances of
others.

Through the learning process, two segments of the

American society were brought closer to an awareness of the
problems faced by each.
Through other experiments of self-help coupled with
student assistance, further progress can be made to bridge
the gap created by the society of misunderstanding.
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OPERATION BOOT STRAP

FROM:
A.

May 1, 1968 to Augus t 31, 1968

PERSONNEL:
Director
Assistant Director
Student Coordinator
Advance Co•llege Students (3)
Secretary-Bookkeeper (5 months)
Chief Consultant 2 days x 16 weeks x

$3,200.00
2,800.00
2,000.00
5,400.00
2,500.00

$lgo.oo

Consuttant fees 2 days x 4 months x $100.00
Fringe Benefits @ 10%

3,200.00
800.00
1,590.00
$ 21,490.00

TCY.rAL • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

B.

TRAINEES:
(1)
(2)

Subsistence
Travel ·
Volunteers (25)

TarAL .

. . . ..

C.

EQUIP~rENT:

PERMANENT

Typm-1ri ter ( 1)
Executive desks (2) @ $150.00
Executive chairs (2) @ $50.00
Office chairs (6) @ $15.00
Classroom ch~irs (30)@ $11.00
Secretarial Desk (1)
Secretarial Chair
Adding Machine
Hall trees (2)@ 27.00
Four-drm-1er file cabinet (1) @ $90.00
Two- drawer file cabinet (1)@ $45.00
Tables (2) (oak) @ $145.00

$

320.00
1,500.00
1,820.00

$

500.00
300.00
100.00
• 90.00
330.00
225.00
30.00
325.00
54.00
90.00
45.00
290.00

TGrAL . . . • • • • • •

D.

$

2,379 . 00

CONSUMABLE SUPPLIES
Instructional Supplies
Office Supplies
Postage
Telephone
TOTAL . .

$ 1,800.00
415.00
250 . 00
600.00
$

3,065.00

PROPOSED BUDGET
PAGE "2
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CONSUNABLE SUPPLIES:
' Office Supplics--$ 45 mo . x 12 mos .

$

Postage & Telcphone--(Telephone,$50 mo. x 12 mos=$600)
Postage--$20 mo . x 12 mos=$240

540
840

Training & Production Supplies--( Se-.Ting Center $2,000 &
. Training Supplies $~000)

8,000

Total

9,380

OTHER COSTS :
Utilities--$50 mo .

X

12 mos .

Total~----------------------------------------------------------

TOTAL COST OF COMPONENT PROJECT

600
600
71,529

NON-FEDERAL SHARE
Volu nte e r s
Community Ce nte r

6,808
7, 500

Total-----------------~---------~------------------------

$14,308

FEDERAL Sl-L-\RE
NON-FEDERAL SHARE

$57,221
14,308

GRAND TOTAL

$71,529

COST OF CONPONENT PROJ ECT

\

I

I

I

I

\

APP£1\DIX B
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PROPOSED BUDGET-3/31/69 to 3/31/70
PERSONNEL :
Dir ec t or ---$7 50 mo . x 12 mos .

$

Secretary-Bookkcepcr --$400 mo . x 12 mos .
Part-time Secretary $200 MO. x 12 mos .
Tr~ining

9,000
4,800
. 2' 400

Supervisor (2) @ $400 pe r mo. x 12 mo s .

. 9' 600

Neighborhood Aidcs- - 20 hr s . p.er wk. x 52 -v1ks . x 4
Aides@ $1 . 60 per hr. = 4, 160 hr s . @ $1.60 per hr.

6,656

Studen t Trainee--( 10) s tudent s x 4 hr s . pe r wk .=l60 hrs •
per mo . x 12 mos .= l,9 20 @ $1. 60 pe r hr.

3,072

Volun teers--Legal service, 220 2/3 hrs. @ $12 per hr. =$ 2,648
volun teers- -1 0 hr s . per wk . x 52 v7ks . =520 hrs. x 5 voluntee r s=
2,600 hrs. per yea r. @ $1 .60 per hr. =$4 ,1 60

6,808
35;528
3,553

Fringe Benefi t s (10% of 35,528)
Total----------------------------------------------------------

$1 45,889

CONS ULTANTS & CONTRACT SERVIC ES :
Audit & Bonding
Consu lt ants (2), 52 visits per yr . @ $2j per

~isit

To tal--- --- -------- --- ----------- ----- --------- -----------------

400
2,600
3,000

TRAVEL:
C.A.A. Staff Travel--500 mi/no x 12 mos . x .10 per mi .
Staff Trave l--1 200 mi/mo x 12 mos . x .1 0 mi.
Studen t Trainee Trave l--16 00 mi/mo x 12 mos . x .10 mi .

600
1,440
1, 9_20

Tot a l------------------------------------------------------~----

3,960

SPAC E COST & RENTALS :
Portable Office --$100 mo . x 12
Community Centc r--2500 sq . ft. x . 25 sq . ft. x 12 mos .
Total-----~-- - --------------------------------------------------

1, 200
· 7,500
8,700

MITCHELINILLE OEO SZLF-P.ELP PROJECT
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APPENDIX B
EY.penditure

B<llancc

$2,100.00
1, t.oo.oo

$ 900.00
600.00

1,466.40
675.60

58L60

Personnel a
Director
Secretary.. Bookkecpor
Neighborhood Aides
Jraining Supervisor
Student Trainees

324~40

Fring·::l Benefits

51.20
43.00

972.80
878.00

Audit & Bonding (Uardin & Hilson)

27.00

273.00
750.00

250.00

Consultnnts
' Travel;

C.A. ~ .

.oo

Staff Travel

Staff Travel

136.10

Student Trainee Trave l

83.00
500.00
169.36 .

Port<lble Offic e
Office Supplies
Postage
Telephone
· _.. . Trai.ning

& Production

Office Equipment
Utilities
Total Amollnt

250.00
{}63.90
557.00

.oo
55.64
169.28

40.72
205.68
1,44lh55

3,013.!~5

931.66
88.89
$9,613.16

268.3!•
161.11
$10,386 .84

..

·

228.32

APPENDIX C
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CO~ M ITT EE
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CHAI RM EN

COIYlftliTTEE

CHA I WflEN

Economics
Housing and Planning
Health, Medi -C are , Social Sec .
Co-Op
Recreation
Ombudsman
Adult Educ a tion
Teenagers
Pre-School and Grade School
Beaut ific ati on
Rehabilit a tion
Laubach Re a din g
Acqusitions

Patti Stipek
Gn ry Choathem
James Fr eeman
UJal ter Bu tl er
Wi 11 i am ~1 e e k s
James Star k
Bobby Bulloch
Cloene Bi ggs
Virginia La Cook
'Yl ichael 'Yleeks
Bi ll :Ylassey
Ja mil Sha11 i
Jerry 8ork
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Mitchellv i lle
'Ylembe r s

rlo11a Town

Patti Stipek
Ga ry Cheathem
Jim Freeman
Jerome Bark
L~a l ter Butler
Vir gi l Wilson
Robert Co rn e li us
!Ylike Meeks
Bill Me ek s
Jim S t a rk
5obby e ulloch
Cloene Bi ggs
Vir g ini a La Cook
Bi ll Massey
J am il Shami
Richard Lin dle y
'VIae Sisson
Jerry Fo re h.and
Je a nni e Maso n
l'll itchell Chun
Mi ke O' Ca in
Pat Mos s
Cliff King
Ken Parke r
Tommy ~a r d
Jon Jennin gs
Dennis Sni de r
Drew Bacon
Na ncy Smith
Maxw ell Kelly
Sa ndy Ros s
Ma ry Williams
Arlyss Friddle
Charles Taylor
Karen Sidwell
Ge rald Morgan
Be verly Gr af fi s

Hot Sprin:;Js
Li ttle Rock
Ark ade lo hia
1\!e tv Yo r!<

He l ena
Pres c ott
Camden
El f)or·Jdo
El f)o r ado
Heber Sp ri nqs
McGhee
Booneville
Perry
~alvern

Jord an
Rus se llvill e
Cr osset t
"·1emph is
Pickens
Da ll as , Texa s
Little Ro ck
~lo r r i 1 ton
Atlanta , Seorg ia
Lit t l e Rock
Littl e Rock
~1 i

ltv a u k e e

~Jorph l et

'~Jewt on, Texa s
3t . Lou i s
El Do r ado
Dewitt
Texarkana
Littl e Rock
Pine Bluff
Pine Bluff
Sh r eveport , La .
Ba ltimore, ~a r y land

, y
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ECONOfHC DEVELOPT-1EN:'

C0~!1ITTEI:

fo·r
,·

COI:1MITTEE

MITCHELLVILLE, ARKANSAS

Eo:-:;zrow:Js

MEJ\1BERS

l.

Patricia St1pek , Chairman

2.

Dre ;~

J.

Bob~y

4.

Jon Jennings

M1l~auk ee,

5.

Clifford King

Atlanta , Gc or3la

6.

Ri0h~rd

. ?.

Bacon

Hot Sprtnss , A::rknn;·o.s
Ne"1ton , Texas

Bulloch

!•1c~ehee,

Lindl ey

Arkar. .:;as
W15consl~

Russell-rille , Arl-:an.::Rs

!·!1chae l Me elm

EJ Dorado, Arkansas

8.

Kenneth Parker

Little Rock ,

9.

Ja:nes Stark

:-:::- ber Spr ;.!11!:-> , Ar kan.:>a3

10.

Dennis Snider

Norp~ let,

11.

Thorr.as

s.

A rkan ~as

L:ttle Rock , Arkans a s

Hard

The objective of

Ark~nsas

the

ECONCMI~ DEVE~OP~E~~

CO~MTTTEE

is to promote the intere s t of lndu:>try 1u::.o thtr.

rur~l

.;,reA. .

? •
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industry and

resour~E> s

to the 'lt·no:>t ability.

Howeve r, the

obvious conclus ions r eached t"'T' ll1nslzo the ncPti f or furthe r
invc s t~ent

by outside

t r-tc~ . ' t ~

.

.

The clttzens of Mitchellville are
learn a

ma~8

t han

re~dy

to

s kill or trade ln prr 1·a rat 1.on for advanc ed i nco mes

and community betterment.

'.!'he

r e::::ot.:.rce to a ny

.::;rca. t, c~;t

business is the prospect of employrr.ent.

And, this 1 s easily

!T.a<ic available.
In the early part of February

.l~ r.

".t1 1lliam P. Rog0.rs

visited on the campus of Ouachi ta University with
Riley and several students of th is co mm~. ttce.

~r.

~ob

=·~r. ROI.5Cr ::.;

suggested that we ·explore specific meo. n:s of t:ett i nG o.r.d
u ~i ng

the local industries and rf.'s:mr:; c :-.; .

A'" this t"..lf,c t he

possibility of planting the crop s of okra and summer ::·1uash
was suggested .

Also • a !1 1nd ..<:; try

o~

vari e ty was posed as a possi b 111 ty .

";;h~"'

11

f". o;.".'3 - gro\m"

Suer. a :,usir.cs::;

be the building of birdhouses or eve n s i mple sewing .

mi~ht

The

que st ion of availab le marl{ets Ha s discussed.
A trief study into the crop
c ho!'tago .
~ IRD

ve~ture

revea led a land

';'he c1 tizcns h!\d pr eY1ously grmm c r ops f o-r the

'S EYE CORPORATION , ;.,rhich

\'te

la t or 1-?arncd

':ra~

t'hc on€

sugges t e d. by Mr . Rogers , and found the i r arrange'nerts to b e
unsa tlsf'actory.
The Comm1 tte e r.as r1e t with S:!'prox i rr.ately 3.5 of t r.e ladie .:.
of i'li tchellv1lle l'Tho have expres sed some slight knoNledge cf
sewing .

Enthusiasm has been ra1. s e1 in the possibility of
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the sewing c f pUlo>' ca"es , 1•mnd1":! bngs , ironing board
covers, and oth e r

s~mpl..e r~n ' c; !'l'ociu-~i:>r'-

items .

The training of the e warke r • c w ad be

ald~d

by th e

ins tallment at thi s time af thre e or rour machines f or
practice sess ions.

There i? one

~ultable

bui lding on

the land owned by the ctty wh ich c ould be used and in

wh~ch

the ma.cb1nes could be stored .
The needs in the area of ;lltchellvllle f or a n indust ry

are great.

Additional structures and factor i es >rould r.ave

to be constructed before any
begin,
the

qc~unl

manufaoturing could

Phone conversations » 1t·h Nr . rroe;er s have revealed

ho~

that he has the interest of "ome needlecraft in·

dustrY •

Tho F.CONOMl C DEVELOHI EN': C0 '·::' :io:-: I:~ has , e H h e- a. :; e.n
entire group or in semi•groups thenof , visited tt>e area
on

fo~ differ~t

oocassions ,

coveri~g

over 1 , 000 miles .
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February 27, 1968

Laubach Literacy Committee
Objectives:
Based on Laubach rrethod of "each one teach one 11 , and in order to make it
a ?onmunity project, we planned our work on two stages:
Stage l.

A Literacy Workshop

We are conducting a Literacy Workshop in Michelville where we are preparing six literacy teachers. In doing so, the prospective teachers are
oriented on the literacy situation and work in and outside America. Besides
that, the prospective teachers are taught how to use the literacy ld ts , including the charts ani stord.es, writing books, streamlined English, and wall
charts. Along w1 th that, a 'reacher's GUide to Charts has been handed to the
teachers. The literacy material used in the Workshop and given to the teachers
was paid for by Laubach State Committee.
Stage 2.

A L1 teracy Canpaign

March 9th will be the kick-off for our literacy campaign in Hichelville.
With six teachers fran the ccmnunity, reinforced later on with the "each one
teach one" approach, we believe that we can lift every illl terate in Micheville
to adequate literacy and participating role in the coomunity developrrent within one year.
Canni ttee Needs
We need to place a literacy kit in the hands of each student at the cost
of $2.34 each. We reed six wall charts at the cost of $1.60 each. So, assuming that we will be dealing with fifty illiterates (reasonable guess in the
absence of literacy statistics), that would bring our literacy material cost
to $126.00,

Jam11 M. Sham1

<I""~

rt. MhJ.~-

Laubach Literacy Comm1ttee

,.

.. ....~

!
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OFFICER

GATHERiNG OF lNFORilu\TlONAI. BRCCHURES FROM

1-

Social Security

2-

Arkansas OEO

3-

Farmers Home Administration

4-

Arkansas ·state Department of Welfare

5-

Department of ·Housinp and Urban De velo pment

6-

Department of. Health, Eduaation, and Welfare

7- cooperative League

~

8-

Department of Agriculture

9-

Department ot Commerce (EDA)

10-

Arkansas Municipalities

11-

Arkansas Planning Commi seion

PROGRAMS

1-

Representative from Social Security (next f ew weeks)

2-

Fublio Information Officer, .L-1r. Bob L. Kemp ,
State Department of Welfare. To be followed
by case workers on an individua l interview basis

-

EXfENSES
ihone calls (lone distance to Little Rock and Mitchellville)
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mitchellville Adult Education

The adu lt education classes have not bee n e t a rt Rd due
to the f ac t that Dr. Bob Riley i s pr ese ntly teaching bas i c
parli a ment a ry procedure classes .

As s oon as tl1e se a r e co m-

pl e ted, the adu lt education classe s will beg in .
The instruction will be aim ed tow a r d the state a nd
loc a l go vernment l eve ls.

This co urse will in c l ude elect i o n

procedure s a nd duties of elected of ficial s .

The rol e of the

individu al in county and s t ate e l ec tion s 8 nd

le n ' r~l

beh av ior wil) al s o be discussed .

The Adult Educa tion Committ ee
Chairman - Bobby Bulloch, ~c : ehee , Ark.
J ea n ~as on, Ark aoe lphi a , Ark .
Cliff King, Atlan ta , Ga .
~ itchell Chun, J a l l as , Te xas

pol itical
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~itchellville

Pre-School and 4ead - Start
Committee Chairman
Committee Members
Ma ry Wi lliams
Patti Stipek
Nancy Smi th
Cloene Biggs
Sandy Ross
Jeannie Mason

Virginia La Cook, Pe rry, Ark ansas
Home To wns
Texarkana
Hot Sp ri ngs
St . Loui s
Boonevil le
Dewitt
Pickens

The purpose of the Pre-School and Head - Start com~ittea is to
acquaint the children of this community with so~e t~i n gs that
could he lp them when they start to schoo l a nd to help the sch ool
age children with some of their probl ems. We also serve as a
baby s~tting g roup whi le the mothers a r e atte ndin g adu lt c lasses.
Our committee i~ now set up in th e church at
whe r e two more of the com~ittees also meet .

~itchellv il ln

We have a wide range of children in our 9roup . At our l as t
meeting we had an attenda nce of 3 (three) pre-school chi l d ren
and 10 (ten) school age children r anging from ages 6 to 1 2 .
During our last meeting we did an experiment with the children
provided for us by our Educational Psychology teac he r using
SD~ ideas on the center of g ravity.
From this s tu dy we prepared
a report which was given to a n Educat i onal Psychology class .
We are now in the process of settin g up a program wth a speech
ther apy st udent who will be workin g wi th the children on their
speech problems. We hope through thi s pro g ram we will be able
to help some of the children to overcome their problems in
communic ati ng with th ei r playmates .
Ev e ry week we have a story time for the children where they
can become involved with some type of reading and speaking s ituations . We encourage them to become a part of this group activity.
After our reading and speech therapy periods are over we take
the children to the playground area where we play the games
they enjoy.
Our group has made on the average 4 (four) trips each to
Mitch el lville. This covering over 1,000 mile s .
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IYiitchellville
Yealth, Med icar e a nd Social Securit y Committee
Committee Chairman Jim Freeman, Arka delphia, Arkansas
Committee Members

Home Towns

Clifford King

Atlanta, Seorgia

Na ncy Smith

5 t . Lo u is , f11 i s s o u r i

Ge rald Morgan

Sh r eve port, La .
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RECREATION COMMITTEE

CO M~ ITTEE

HOMETOWNS

MEM BERS

William M.

~eeks

III

El Do r ado , Arkansas

Virgil Wilson

Prescott , Ar kansas

Robert Cornelius

Camd e n, Arkansas

The purpose of the RECREATION

.

CO~~ITTEE

is to or ganize a

Community wide effort to provi de rec re ationa l facilities
for the children and young people of Mitchellvi lle, Arkansas .
We ha ve ma de on the average of four trip s to cond uct
surveys a nd obtai n the use of priva tely owned l ands .
Several rou gh drawin gs have been made and loc al e ffort
has been s ecured toward the esta bli s hm e nt of severa l area
playgrounds.

Some equipment has been secu re d from the

Henderson State College Physic al Education Department and
frm Ouachita University and from private donations.

Wi lliam M. ~e ek s III
Chairma n, Recreation Committee
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'

.

\femhers
1. fiary lt. f': heo.thnm, Clm i nn11n
2 . llichard Lindley
3. \fa. c: Sisson
4 . J e1-ry Forhanu

Lltt.le It 0 c '<
•lu s sel vi ll c
·.:c Gee
' f'niJ' hi s

_\t the present we are c omlu cti n~ 1·es ••urch on nll or Lh 0
now available for housi n !.. j n ' 1 i tel• c l vi ll c. ··;,. ;u·e
plt\nning• to maft e a. detailctl survey into the conditior.s of
h{'lusing in the town o.nd in \rhnt speci f ie nreas hel p is uotJ~led .
!l ro ~ rams

\/e are o.lso o.nalyzing the var i ous R'kill<~ o f the pe<'Jtl•:
in order to fj nd out who is rr~pn bl t• of fur n i Ahj ng s'd 1 L;
necessary to build the homes.

,ie ho pe to c i ther help the pc<';"\1" of ''i tc-helvill e to
improve their homes to much hi <Thcr s tnu lards or iJ1 some
Cl\f~es

to provirlf' nssi attmoe> in hu1 1 cli t. ,_., nC'w

llOii <'.S .

r.l\Z: 1'1 . ,..:1 ea.tha:n
Cha ir.no.n
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OF YOU TH

Cloene Bi ggs - Coor d in ator

I.

Members of the Committee
~.

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K•

Cloene Bi ggs - Eoaneville, ~rkansa s
Mary Willi a ms - Texarkana, Arkan sas
Arlyss Friddle - Little ~ack, Arkans8s
Nancy Smith - St . Louis, ~'~~isso uri
Beve rly Gr a ffis - Ba ltimor e , Ma r yl and
Karen Sidwe ll - Pine Bluff, Arkans3s
Sandy Ross - Mo rrilton, ~rka n sas
Jerry Beth Jamison - ~ashvi lle, Arkans as
Richard Lindley - Ru sse llville, Ark a nsas
Ga ry Che atham - Little qa ck , Ark ans~s
J e r r y Bo r k - New Ya r k , ~J e u Ya r k

The primary objective of thi s committee i s to prepa r e
les s ons in

~ rea s

in which the youth of Mitchellvill e have

s ho wn a spe cified interest .

The ag e of this g r oup i s from

14 to approximately 25 , so we hav e a vari ety of
designed to be of interest to
s pecific divisions .

t~ e

c l~ sses

g roup as a wha l e or to

At the be g inning of each week l y

sess ion, ma le s and female s pa rti ci pate in t he d i scusr i on
of one of the fallowin g :
I.

Privile ges and Responsibilities of Citizen sh ip
A. Federal Constitution al Right s
B. Voting Procedure a nd Its Im pl i cat i ons
C. Op e r ations of State and Lo ca l Gove rnment s

II .

Sex Education

III .

Dating Manners

IV.

fusic Art

At the conclusion of these dis cussi on sess ion s , the
young me n are free to participat e in re creational ac tivities .
The young women then participate in the d iscussion g roups
or activities specified for them for that wee k .
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The following is a li st of the subjects dea lt with in tho
young women ' s discussion and activ itie s g roups:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Physical Fitness
Etiquette
Child Psychology
Infant Care
Practic a l Mathematics
Sanitation
Hea lth
Clothing
Ma keup a nd Hair S tylin g

We have a number of futur e proj ects wh i ch we h ope
encourage the young people to
ucation and go on to colle ge .
a represent a tive from the

co~plete

On

~rkan sas

~'<1 a rc 'l

~ ill

t hei r h i gh schoo l ed 2,

~1 r.

M. Lll . \J illi ams ,

Offic e of €conomic Opper-

tunity and a former colle g e de an , will speak to a ll the
young people intere s ted in a coll ege education .

He will

attempt to show how these youngsters can obtai n the necessary
funds for colle ge , a nd he will co ntinu e t o

co~e

to Mitchell-

ville occasiona lly and assist in the actua l process of app l ying
for funds.

Another repre se ntati ve of the Arkansa s OED will

spea k abo ut the possibi lit y of the in terested youth obta inin g jobs throu gh the work s tudy pro g r am during the s um mers .
These jobs will provide them with a means of sa ving for college.
We also hope to be able to brin g a ll of the int e rested youth
who are high school seniors to our c am pus at Ouachita Un iv ersity .
Me mbers of the committee will then take them to c l asses bein g
held that day in the specific field s in whic h they a re mo st
interested.

It is our hope t ha t thi s sma ll t as t e of colle ge

life will make them anxious to return for mo re.

We will th en

have a colle ge workshop at Mitchellville he ld by the committe e .
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During this workshop we will try to help the young p e ople
apply to the colle ge of their choic e or dec i de which co ll ege
they are intereste d in attending.
The people at Mitchellville ha ve s ho wn a r emark able
eagerness to learn and to impro ve themselve s .

A Ou a chita

senior majoring in speech ther a py is now workin g with one g irl
who has a speech defect.

She i s a l so pl a nnin g to orga nize speech

improvement cla sses for the chil dren and th e youn g people.
Along thi s same line of self improve ment , we hope t o be ab le
to get Mitchellville placed on the Po okmobile route from the
regional library in Monticello.

Since we are wo r k in g p rim a ril y

with the youth, it is our hope that we c a n e ncour age as many
as possible to better themselve s through hi gh er education.

EXPENSES
I.
II.
III.

rive trip s Arkadelphia to Mitchellvill e a nd r e turn - 25 0
miles per round trip - 1 250 total mi l es
Two trips Ark ad elphia to Little ~ock a n d return - 300 miles
per round trip - 300 total miles
Anticipate eight additional t rip s Arkadelphia to Mi tchellville and return - 2000 total mi le s
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COPY
Hay 10, 1968

Hr. Gerson Green, Director
Research and Demonstration Community Action Program
Office of Economic Opportunity
Washington, D. c. 20506
Dear Mr. Green:
Your letter of Hay 2 telling us that our proposal for "Bootstraps" could not be funded since it was "neither new nor
an innovative approach to a recognized vehicle of community
activity" did not come as a particular surprise, though it
\vas a disappointment. The proposal had been carefully
worked out by Mrs. Daisy Bates, an outstanding Negro leader
in our state, who had been encouraged by people in OEO
Headquarters--including Ted Berry--to submit the proposal.
The first time I knew anything about it was when she and Dr.
Bob Riley, chairman of our Department of Political Science,
brought the application into my office for final signoff.
I was happy to sign, since the project represented a significant attempt at joint work by Negro leaders of Arkansas and
some teachers and students in this University. I thought then
and still think that the idea was a good one, but if you do
not choose to fund it Ouachita will not suffer. It will
again be the poor people who take a beating.
The thing that did disturb me was the report I received,
via the always-functioning OEO gossip line, that the real
reason the program was not funded was because OEO in general
and Ted Berry in particular were sore at me personally. I
could hope that such pettiness would not be the determinative factor in a situation in which white involvement in the
South is an attempt at a mutual solution of socio-economic
problems could be a reality if the project were funded. If
the thought there is that this works out as some sort of
revenge on Phelps for having said something derogatory about
the malfunctioning of OEO machinery, I hope it will be remembered that the poor are going to be punished much more
than I am--particularly since the program was not my idea,
anyway .
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It would be extremely helpful to find out if it is true that
applications with my name signed to them are unwelcome in
OEO Headquarters , for it would save a lot of paper work on
our part and some review t irne on OEO ' s if \ve knew this in
advance. In spite of OEO ' s efforts to the contrary, I
continue to be vitally interested in it and i.n the War on
Poverty. I fought the war for six months out of a deep
sense of commitment to the poor people and still have that
commitment.
For the sake of Nrs. Bates and others interested in "Bootstraps," I wish you would pass the proposal on to any other
desk that might consider funding it . Thank you .
Sincerely,

Ralph A, Phelps , Jr .
President
RAP:aa
ccz Nr, Bertrand Harding
Hr . Ted Berry
Senator J . \v. Fulbright
Senator John McClellan
Congressman \'lilbur Mills
Congressman David Pryor
Nrs . Daisy Bates
Dr . Bob c. Riley
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MITCHELL VILLE --- OEO SELF-HELP PROJECT
P. 0. Box 567

-:-

Telephone 382-5976

Dumas, Arkansas 7163_9
COUNCIL MEMBERS:
Charles Kelly, Mayor
Charlie Portis
James Boone
Abraham McCarrell
Willie I. Dean
Ellis Goodloe
A. L. Grant

Name:

Mrs. Daisy Bates
ProJect Director

December 6, 1968

Harry Phillips, age 69

Wife's Name:

Sarah Phillips, age 68

Address:

Route I, Box 393, Dumas, Arkansas

Ma~ried:

50 years and owns their home

The Phillips have no children, and receives $65.70 per month Social
Security.

Mr. Phillips is the head of ihe house, but is unable to do

outside work because he has to be with Mrs. Phillips at all times.
Mrs. Phillips had a stroke in 1966 and is totally disabled to do
any work.

The Phillips would like to apply for Welfare or any other aid

which may be available. Mrs. Phillips is under doctor's care in Dumas,
Dr. Lazenby.
The Phillips monthly expenses are as follows:
Medicine
Doctor bill ($5 per exam.)
Grocery
Wood (2 loads @ $6.00 per load)
· Water bill
Light bill (approximately)

*

$ 20.00

s.oo

70.00
12.00
5.12
3.00
$115.12

Mr. Phillips has a small bank account at the Merchants & Farmers
Bank, Dumas, Arkansas. Mr. Phi~lips saved the money during his farming
years.
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M,ITCHELL VILLE --- OEO SELF-HELP PROJECT
P. 0. Box 567

Telephone 382-5976

Dumas, Arkansas 71639
COUNCIL l\1El\1B'ERS:
Charles Kelly, Mayor
Charlie Portis
James Boone
Abraham McCarrell
Willie L Dean
Ellis Goodloe
A. L. Grant

NAHEs

December 6, 1968

Mrs. Daisy Bates
Project Director

Andrew Williams

Wife's Names
Married:

Hargret Williams

25 years

Children:"

10, from ages ·. 18 to 18 months.

Mr. Witliams 1 the father of 10 childre19

~·1as ~mployed

by the City

of Mitchellville as a Policeman for 10 months during 1968 at $35.00
per month, earning $350 for that period.

He also workad at the Rice

Mill for 5 weeks@ $1.60 per hr., earning approximately $450 for the

5 weeks.

.

Mr. Williams owns home , but owes $50 mortgage.

Mrs. Williams works as a baby-sitter, earning $15.00 per week. Their
18,
oldest son/is a Drop-Out with a 9th grade education. The oldest g!rl
is 17 years of age and is in the lOth. grade.
The Project has gotten Hr. vlill iams certified for the Concentrated
Employment Program, McGehee, Arkansas.
Dec~~ber 16th @ $31 per week.

He will begin orintation period

After orintation, he will receive $1.60

per hour.
The family bas an immediate need for food stamps, clothing, and employment.

At this date the financial report of the family is $10.00.

The Sewing

~nter

will furnish clothing for the family.
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MITCI-IELL VILLE --- OEO SELF-HELP PROJECT
P. 0 . Box 567

Telephone 382-5976

· Dumas, Arkansas 71639
COUNCIL MEi'IIB"ERS:
Charles Kelly, Mayor
Charlie Portis
James Boone
Abraham McCarrell
Willie I. Dean
Ellis Goodloe
A. L. Grant

NAME:.
ADDRESS:

Mrs. Daisy Bates
Project Director

Stella Reed
223 South Ash Street
Dumas, Arkansas

I recieved a letter trom Mrs. Reed, stating that, she had been cut off trom
welfare in September, 1~6~. Mrs. Reed is 74 years of age, has a son in the
army, nephew Leonmadis Reed, who is 1~, and attending Reed High School.
Mrs. Reed's son send $1J5.0U home every month to help with the tamily expenses,
and to put some ot the money in a saving account for him upon his return trom
the service- .. Mrs. Reed put the money in her name, and the weltare tound about
the money and cut her off.
I intormed Mrs. Reed that she ~s s eligible tor Social Security, it she can find
some papers, such as, insurance pape~s stating her age. She was born in
Uctober 2o, 18~5.
We will continu e to worK with Mrs. Reed until she proves her age.
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January 7, 1969

NAME:

Olenna Bailey

ADDRESS:
AGE:

Route I, Box 31

48

PHONE:

263-4598

(c/o Mrs . Burk)

Mrs. Bailey has four children, ages 12, 14, 15 and 17.
a daughter age 25.

She also has

From 1962 to 1964 Mrs . Bailey was self - employed .

husband is in Chacigo, Ill. employed as a construction worker .

Mrs~

Her
Bailey

promised to pay $50 per wk. for support of the family, but he has not done
so.

The family is never sure of when or how much money they will receive.

There are 10 persons in the household.
Florine Mae Bailey, daughter of Mrs. Bailey, age 25, has never been
married and is the mother of 4 children.
month from Welfare.

Florine Bailey receives $95 per

She does not know how to locate the fathers.

Miss F. Bailey attended Gould High Schoo l and completed training course
at Capital City Business College, Pine Bluff, Arkansas, from 10--'65 to
2--'66.

She moved to Chicago in 1966

bu~

did not like the city and could

Miss Bailey would like work in a secnot make a living for her family.
will
retarial position but/accept other position.
Mrs. Olenna Bailey would like any type of work.
and abl e to work.

She appears nealthy

77
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.,
NANE:

Maggie Charles

ADDRESS:

4413 \-Jest 5th Street, Pine Bluff

PRESENT ADDRESS:

P. O• . Box 390, Route 1, Dur.1as, Arkansas

BORN:

August 24, 1094

AGE:

Seventy-four

BIRTHPLACE:

Avery Place, 12 miles

MOVING DATE: •

Decembe r 26, 1966 to Mrs. La ura Kizzie, Route 1, Box 390

DATE OF DISSHAL
FRGl WELFARE:

At the time of her moving to nc'>1 addre s s.

(7l~)
~·,est

of Dumas, (John Avery, O;mer)

Mrs. Ma3gic Ch arles h a s no inca1e. She is presently livi ng with her
sister, Mrs. Laur a Kizzie. Hrs. Charles was cue off fr om he r ive l f are
a year ago when she moved fr~ Pine Bluff to Mitche ] ville to live with
her sister, .who receives welfare.

("\o

~· ..y
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Name: Mr. Willis Williams
Age: 63
Born: Hempsted County
Wife's Name: Mrs. Mary John so n Williams, 29 at time of marriage
Married: October 30, 1943, 38 at time of marriage
Social Security No.: 379-26-4198

On November 12, 1968, Mr. Willis Williams and Mrs. Letholia Johnson
came to the Mitchellville-OEO Self-Help Project and stated to Mrs. Daisy
Bates, project director, that they were hungry, needed clothing and medical assistance.

Mr. Williams and Mrs. Letholia Johnson, who l ive together,

but are not married live on the outskirts of Dumas, Arkansas in a frame
house that is completely deplorable.

On the same day, Mrs. Bates, along with two Neighborhood-Aides, Mr •

.

Abraham McCarrell and Miss Ruth Nelson, visited the home of Mr . Willis
Williams and this is what they found:
Upon arrival at the home of Mr. Williams and Mrs. Johnson, the Community workers found a 3-room frame house, where the conditions of the
out-side would let you imagine what the inside could possibly look like.
The house is not descent or sanitary enough for any person or persons
to live in.

On the inside we found no bath facilities, no kitchen or kitchen
utensils, no li ghts, nor gas.

They have one wood heater in the front

room, and also a bed in each room.
is

approximately

~

mile from their home.

no place to keep them except
them clean.

The closest place they can get water

~n

They have a few dishes, but

a box on the floor and no way

to keep

There were no dishpans, nor sinks to wash dishes in, nor

were there any she lves or cabinets to store them.

They have a few clothes,

but they have no way of keeping them clean, and no money to carry them to
a laundromat.
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Mr. Williams has been separated from his wife, Mrs. Mary John son, for
several years.

Since then he begin to live with Mrs. Letholia Johnson.

Both, Mr. Williams and Mrs. Johnson seem to be mentally ill and are
in severe need of medical assistance.

They have no source of

Mr. Williams is not able to work because of a bad kidney.

inc~me,

and

Although Mr.

Williams is 63 years of age, he looks the age of 80.
Money was given to Mr. Williams and Mrs. Johnson for food, and arrangements were made at a lo cal grocery for them to obtain food .

Also

clothing was given to them by the Mitchellville-OEO Self- Help Project.
In helping Mr. Williams and Mrs. Johnson, questions still remain
in my mind.
clothes

g~ven

How will they cook the food, and how will they keep the
to them clean?

INTERVIEW:

March 25, 1969

k . Pirty B. Hall

~nd

Family

APPENDIX E

KAME:

Pirty B. Hall

AGE: 69

VIFE:

Clara Hall

AGE: 51

PRESENT ADDRESS:

315 South Willow Street
Dumas, Arkansas 71639

80

Hr. & Mrs. Hall has three grand children, who have been living with them since birth .
Hr. Hall works for the city of Dumas, he began working on March 15, 1964, five days
a week,

ei~ht

hours a day, at $25 .00 a week.

due to a raise.

Presently he is earning $29 .00 a week

Mr. Hall also received $85 .00 a month for Social Security to take

care of his household.
Hr. Pirty stated that about "a year ago he asked the mayor of Dumas (Billy Free)
why they did not (Negroes) get vacation with pay?

Mayor Free said, "I will look

into it." The end .
The whites who are employed by the city of

Duma~

santation department workers get

from one to two weeks v3cation, when the Negroes who works there get nothing.

The

only time they get off is the time that they take off.
Mr . Pirty wants to know why he can't get a vacation!
Mr. Pirty yearly income at 29.00 per week is 1, 508 . 00, and at $85.00 per month for
social security is 1,020.00 yearly, therefore, Mr. Pirty makes $2,528 . 00 a year.
for a family of five, theis wage is not enought for a family two.
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MITCHELL VILLE--- OEO SELF-I-IELP PROJECT
P. 0. Box 567

-.-

Telephone 382-5976

Dumas, Arkansas 71639
COUNCIL lllEI\lBERS:
Charles Kelly, Mayor
Charlie Portis
James Boone
Abraham McCarrell
Willie I. Dean
Ellis Goodloe
A. L. Grant

INTERVIEW:

Mrs. Daisy Bates
Project Dlrec tor

February 15, 1969

Issac Langston and Family:
NAME:

Issac Langston

AGE:

28

WIFE:

Geneva Langston

AGE:

24

BRESENT ADDRESS:

Dumas, Arkansas

NUMBER OF CHILDREN:

HOW LONG:

DATE : of BIRTH:

4 months

5

NAMES:
Johnny L. Langston
Arranie Langston
Geneva Langston
Mary B. Langston
Tony Lee Langston

AGE
7
4

3
2
6 mo.

WORK EXPERIENCE:

Farming, Bayou

EDUCATION:

2nd grade Dermott, Arkansas
A.M.&N. Trade School for 4 months
Machanic

Dumas,

Mr. Langston have lived in Desha County for 12 years.
contain the following items:
2 rooms
2 beds
1 television
1 bench
heater vent-pipe

1-22-41

ext~nds

Arkansas

Mr. Langston's house

through window

RECOMENDATIONS:
A better place to live.
Bring children to center to be fitted for clothing.
Attend adults basic education classes
db y ~ _,..,,t.c.~
O
I ntervJ.ewe
.

6.v

l ;.·ft!.,tC.ttltr
.....

·• 0

,

r
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Student Power Lifts Mitchellville
~nee the colleges and universities harbor the reservoir of knowledge
that our society will operate on in the future, it seems practical
enough to put it to use while the student is still in school so those
fruitful years can be used to aid society and give him experience for
the job and place he will maintain when he graduaies.

'

-BOBBY STOVER

Arkansas Gazette

...

·.

'

TUDENTS from Ouachita Baptist University in Arkadelphia,
Arkansas, have been traveling
several times a week at their own
expense to the small all-Negro town
of Mitchellville to assist in its "Bootstraps" operation. It was their survey which brought the interest of
both Federal and state agencies into
focus upon this community of 600
people lost in the vast Mississippi
Delta. It was tbeir interest in helping others which gave local residents the motivation to improve
their individual education, to improve their ability to operate their
own local government, and to improve their homes and vocational
potential.
Ouachita (pronounced W ASH-ita) University, operated by the
Southern Baptists, is local 70 miles
southwest of Little Rock, 35 miles
south of the beautiful Hot Springs
recreation area, and 150 miles from
Mitchellville. It is the latter trip
into the midst of flat cotton and rice
lands on the west side of Highway
65, headin g to Dumas, for which 57
students, three of whom are Negro,
have been paying their own bus
fare.
The Mitchellville idea was a long-

S

MAY, 1968"

time dream of Mrs. Daisy Bates,
heroine of Little Rock, former president of the Arkansas State Conference of NAACP branches, and currently a member of the Association's
national Board of Directors. She
convinced Dr. Bob Riley, professor
of political science at Ouachita, a
former legislator and mayor of Arkadelphia, that Mitchellville could he
helped to help itself. He immediately recruited 21 volunteers from the
university's political science classes
to take the first step--a careful and
detailed analysis of the town's general condition.
lr began with a survey of the
homes by the Ouachita students and
ended with a community meeting
in the one-room town hall. When it
was over, plans had been made to
set up adult education classes and to
have student work projects to help
remove health hazards from those
homes. Plans also called for an investigation to see what money could
he loaned or granted to lay a sewer
line, pave the streets, and provide
for individual home improvement.
The survey revealed that 45 of the
135 families in the town have an annual income of less than $1,000.
Only 10 families earn more than
161
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$5,000 a year. Approximately 80
per cent of the homes need repairing or rebuilding. Mrs. Bates took
this information to New York for
a conference with Roy Wilkins,
NAACP executive director, who
pledged the Association's support.
She then went to Washington to
confer with Dr. Robert C. Weaver,
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development; Theodore Berry, Deputy Director of the Office of Economic Opportunity; and Orville
Freeman, Secretary of Agriculture .
Each agency representative expressed concern and stated that his

•

..'

-?

/

-

•

I

I

I
I •

agency would cooperate in Mitchell·
ville's desire to help .itself.
" A sewerage system would cost
these people too much -- maybe
$80,000 or $90,000. So we're going
to explore the possi.):>ility of getting
a grant," Mrs. Bates had said. The
town had put in a water line during
the summer by borrowing $43,500
from the Federal Government and
getting a grant for the same amount.
This in itself -.-.'as enough to put the
municipal resources in a tight bind.
The streets are almost as big a
problem. When it ra ins, a car can
hardly operate in the mud. It is

I

fi1-j' '\• >
~,-

\
/

';

;

Ouachita Baptist University students of Arkadelphia,
Ark., installing playground equipment in Mitchellville.
162
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nearly impossible to walk from one
house to the next without sinking a
shoe into the street.
As Dr. Riley said, "These people
need to get their sewerage in first, if
possible, because if they put their
streets down and then can get
enough money for the sewerage sys·
tern, the streets would have to be
torn up and they can't afford to
waste anything."
After Secretary Freeman's en·
dorsement of the Mitchellville effort,
John Baker, assistant administrator,
made a'l announcemenf of the endorsemell.t at a public meeting in
Pine Bluff. The Department of Agri·
culture promised a gran t of $60,000
and a loan of $42,000 for a sewer
and treatment facility. The estimated
cost of the total sewer system is
$105,000.
Mitchellville has also applied to
HUD for a $6,000 planning grant
and to OEO for $39,000 for a summer education grant to operate a
program that will run from May
through August.
While all this was going on, Dr.
Riley suggested that Ouachita
groups could provide such ' assist·
ance as painting the houses and adding some "frills" which would im·
prove the homes. In addition, the
students started work on four pro·
grams-adult education, discussion
of basic political ideas in an effort
to establish better self-government,
a recreation program, and classes in
reading ·and writing.
Gary R. Cheatham, chairman of
the student committee on housing
and planning, said: "We hope to
either help the people of Mitchellville to improve their homes to
much higher standards or, in some
MAY, 1968

Pictured above are Charles K elly, 93·
year-old Mayor of Mitchellville, and
Dr. Bob Riley discussing plans for
the town.

cases, to provide assistance in building new homes." According to stu·
dent chairman Bobby Bulloch, his
classes• in adult education "will in·
elude election procedures and duties
of elected officials. The role of the
individual in county and state elec·
tions and general political behavior
will also be discussed."
Two of Ouachita's Negro athletes,
Robert Cornelius and Virgil Wilson,
conduct the recreation program.
Soon after this aspect of the pro·
crram was announced, the Arkansas
§tate Conference joined the university in donating considerable play·
ground equipment-swings, slides,
basketballs, gloves, bats, and the
like.
Jamil M. Shami is a student spe·
cialist in the Laubah method, a sim·
plified program for teaching reading and writing. On March 9, the
literacy campaign in Mitchellville
was launched. "With six teachers
from the community, reinforced
later on with the 'each one, teach
one' approach, we believe that we
can lift every illiterate in Mitchell·
163
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ville to adequate literacy and a par·
ticipating role in the community development within one year," Mr.
Shami said.
As overall project director, Mrs.
Bates noted that "The students are
from varied social, economic and
cultural backgrounds. We have one
from New York, one from Milwaukee and one from Shreveport. One
of the young ladies from Arkansas,
who has been with the project since
it started, came to us last week in
tears saying that her father had forbidden her to work on the project.
He is an officer in the Ku Klux
Klan. She was determined to con·
tinue working with the Mitchellville
project, so she agreed to serve as
secretary for the student committees
on the campus."
In a conversation with Mrs.
Bates, Dr. Riley summed up the
Ouachita group's feelings. "We're
all students and we're all learning.
We're willing to supply willing
hearts and hands and we'd like to
feel we're available when you need
us. This is just the opening of a
better way of life for all who live
here."
·
It is just the beginning, for there
are many, many things to be accom·
plished both despite and because of
the excellent beginning. Books must
be collected for a community center
to be established. Sewing machines
are needed for the new training center in which 35 of the women will
produce ·pillow cases, laundry bags,
ironing board covers, and other simple mass production items in the
beginnings of a home industry.
There is one building in the town
suited to this type work.
The needs of Mitchellville for an
164

-

industry are great, but there is no
structure in which to house them.
Additional structures and factories
would have to be constructed before
any manufacturing could be undertaken. Conversations with several
leaders of the business and industrial community are under way al·
ready to meet this need.
Initial succes::.es of Bootstraps
have come because of the careful
organization which has gone into
the entire effort. Ouachita Baptist
University is serving as applicant
agency or sponsor of the project.
This institution has been involved
in a number of programs designed
to help the poor and the educationally and economically deprived--

Megen Riley, Annette Walker and
Debbie Racey, left to right, playing
at the training center in Mitchellville .

Head Start, Upward Bound, prepa·
ration of teachers for assignments in
integrated schools, and the Arkansas
OEO Rural Training Program m
Little Rock. Aside from Mrs. Bates,
who serves as project director, and
Dr. Bob C. Riley, who is chief consultant, Mrs. Callie Portis, an area
resident, and a teacher, is the as·
THE CRISIS
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A group of Green Thumb workers on their
way to work for the first time in years.

-.

•

sistant director. There is also a student coordinator.
The most important staff assistance the proj ect has comes from
the college students who have participated. They have conducted
classes in citizenship, basic business
math, recreation, etiquette, t~e arts,
etc. These college students · constitute the backbone of the :Mitchellville Project and are considered a
necessity for the prog ram's future
success.
As the recruiting apparatus for
students and the frame of reference
for student involvement at Mitchellville, Ouachita added a course to its
curriculum which is calleJ Political
Science 491. The r egular weekly
programs were begun the third week
in J anuary. In response to a stated
need by a group of teenage girls, an
element was added to the curriculum
designated "charm course" or sug-

gesti ons of how one should act in
unfamiliar circumstances.
A major in arts, a major in home
economics, a major in elementary
education an d a physicial education
major have innovated a course
which alters from week to week de·
pending upon the interests and sug·
gestions of the 35 or more ~Iitchell·
ville teenagers and young mothers
who have responded to this presentation. There is a high level of communicati on based upon respect and
informality which have been present
from the start.
Back in Mitchellville, the young·
sters are getting their share of at·
tention. Virginia LaCook, chairman
of the pre-school and Head Start
committee, puts it this way:
" We have a wide range of children in our group. At our last meeting we had an attendance of three
pre-school children and ten school-

MAY, 1968
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age children ranging from ages 6 to

12. We did an experiment with the

."-

children, provided for us by our
education psychology teacher using
some ideas on the center of gravity.
From this study we prepared a re·
port which was given to an educa·
tiona! psychology class.
"We are now in the process of setting up a program with a speech
therapy student who will be working with the children on their speech
problems. We hope through this program we will be able to help some
of the children to overcome their
problem in communicating."
Beginning with Robert Hutchins,

•

•

• I

many educators and educational
consultants have admonished small
liberal arts colleges. that they will
continue to have difficulty in secur·
ing needed financial support unless
these colleges become an active and
integral part of the communities in
which they are located. Whether
Ouachita is consciously following
this advice or not, it certainly has
involved itself deeply in the com·
munity. Benefits are coming already
to Mitchellville and to the University. And the students are getting an
education and an experience that
isolated study on a college campus
never could provide them.

(PHOTOS BY CARLA~D BRADSHAW

of Pine Bluff Commercial)
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THIRTY YEARS OF LYNCHING IN THE UNITED STATES
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FARMERS ~iOME ADMINI~TRATION
WASHINGTON.

D .C .

20250

OFFICE: 01" THE: ADMINISTRATOR
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Mrs. Daisy Bates
1207 ~lest 28th Street
Little Rock, Arkansas

·,

.

72200

Dear Mrs. Bates:

\

I,

It was nice to have an opportunity to meet and
visit with you 'Hhile yqu. were in Hashington
la~~ .. week •

·'.

-·

. . . I felt that the meeting
officials on Janua:-y 16
. . .· Certainly, I am hopeful
· ·. '
'C·a11 be of assistance to
./:

t-1ith agriculture
\•·as beneficial.
that the Department .
the Town of Hitchellville •

'

· ·. You may be · assured that tore will do all that
we can within our authorities. Fe Hill ·also ·
..,.. . try to get assistance from other departments
that Will Contribute to t he project in Hhich
you so enthus~ast~~ally support.

...

G. H. F. Cavencer
Assistant Administrator

. .
,•:

>•

.,

~·

.
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Janu~ry

31, 1968

1'1r. Dutch Cnvender
l? ar mers Hom-~ Ad minis tr at ion

U. S. Dc?artrr.cnt of A3riculture

Washington , D. C.

.20250

t·1r • Cavcnd er:

lleedless t o say , I am on "cl oud nino 11 h':>out the Mi tchellville Project.
Hr. Hankins and Mr . Leonard Cnrter h:we been mos t hel pful in the
Hitchellvill~ Projec t.
Mr . J es s e Xas on fro!!'\ the St.:ltc: F .ILA. Office
and Hr . Silas Gl ove r, Jr. fro::J the Des ha County F . Ii .A. Of fice u long
-wi t h studcats and faculty mer.~ber~ fro·n O..tnc-hita Bc ptist Collc,::e and
myself org;:::n i zcd a tra i ning pro~ron J ;munry 27, 1963 in ~1itchellvi lle.
Courees wi ll be offered in Political Sc i ence , Bas ic AJult Education,
and Recreat1.on e ach Saturdsy morning . t•1c plan t o enlarge the troining
progrm,1 to include ruany other subjects such as ( providing services to the
young ot ers in Mitchel lville tha t wi ll enable them to dcveloo the ir
ebilitie:J to the fullest c;<tant and to asBist student s with lem:ning
problems ).
I knO'w this is an a:-.1bitious program to u ndertake ~ith out funds; h~1ever ,
I f eel with the dedicated eroup such an we have ~orking with us , we can
accor;~plish a great deal until funds are available.
\-1e filed an application with the State F .H.A. for 3 s<rue-r system on

Janua-ry 27, 1968 , and we are ~oeting wi th the Technical Action Panel.
Executive Co-wl:'ittea on February 12, 1968.
;

Aga in, my sincere grat itude for
project.

Sincerely yours,

Daisy Bates

...
DB/gj

Enclosuro

you~

help and your l eadershi p in this
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
O FFICE OF ASSISTANT SECRETARY

WASHINGT ON, D .C. 20250

February 14, 1968
'
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sas

Mrs. Daisy Bates
Arkans as OEO Rural Training Program
1511 Chester Street
Little Rock, Arkansas 72202

o·0

··~:n

Thank you for your good letter of January 31, and
the attached newspaper clipping and photographs.
You made n favorable impact here on your visit to
Washingto.n. The merits of your project earned t he
encouragement you got from USDA personnel •
•
As you knOl-7, I have directed each of our agencies
to use all of their applicable legislative authorizations, their outreach function under Executive Order
11307, and their personnel to cooperate in making a
success of this most lvorthwhile undertaking. You can
be assured of their help l·7herever possible.

You are also assured of my continued interest, and support;:,
therefore, do not hesitat:e to call on me when I can be
helpful.

Secretary

)

f'rGgra:n

n,....,..•, ''' •..,,. . ... ~~

Dear Mrs. Bates:

Sincerely,

r.-:- 1~ :~::

I

,I'
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EX ECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRE!liDENT

.

~·

"""

OFFICE Of ECONOMIC

[]~]~]1]~11[] N~l~l
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SOUTII WEST flEGIOri/\L OFFICE
4TH FLOOn LOWICtl fHJILniNG
AUSTJ!l, TE~f\S 78701

•'

August

9, 1968

.' ' -

11r:::J. Daisy Ba tc s
Arknn:J:ts Office of Econ0tn:Lc Opportunity
Rural Tro.in:lng ProGr:lm
1511 Chester Street
Littl~ Rock , Arkansas 72202
fuar I1rs. Bates:
Follovring our conversation th':! other day, this is to cor1..fi!'J!. that ocr,~
office \·Till be happy to acc~yt th':! modification :i.n the l·~itch~llvill~
Bootstrap Program whereby either Ouo.chi ta Baptist UrLi.versi ty or Ci t.;r
Council of Hi tchell ville became a delegate agency of the Brac'~e~" Count~/
Cor.n unity Action Agency .
U:-v.k:r th-:.:::;e circlJf'\stnnccs , the grant t,.Tonld still go to !3r.:>.cl:l.-:'y G0n1"-~·~: ,
' but a trd.rd party co~tract 1-rould be executed bet-..reen the cra'!!t.sc :md ti: :'
orc:.1oj_zati0n actually opcrn~:l.ng the pro cram in Hi tchclJy.i l i c r.:'. ~.h8r 1-h •n
havlng the program opcr.:<ted by the Bradley County staf f'.
f!.:. H:t~ rn~r Wl<i•~ r
stanr.li.n3 that you intend to explore this poss:i.bil:i.ty with o.l.J. IF'rt.i<:)::.; r:oncerned i ncludine, of cours e, the Bradley Count,y Ccm.lunit~r l.ct:.o'!! A::~ ~r;y
lo7P.ich 1-iOUld be one party to the contract .
I regre~ the breakdown iP. co~munication that apparently or:cured e~r~ier in
the funding of this project. I believe that the del0gate 2.gency <:>.rrar'.g~ 
i.'.en7. cc~bines the virtues of working through an eristine CA.A Hith so~e
fle~bility in the actual operation and imple~entatio n of the w~r~ prog~a~ .

Please let me knot·r if I can be of further assistanc e .
Sincerely,

.

...

/

~~-.

o~ /'C.....,-;-_.

i.:.. ~ 1!.,,-

-~rt;; Fred D. Bald'I-Tin

W Regional CAP AdmiP.ist.rato::cc:

Hr . Janes 1•1. Ea.rn12 st
~~. Glen L. J ermsta d
Hr . Theodore H. Berry
Hr. Tom Hata
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Mrs. L. C. Bates
Mitchellville, Arkansas
Dear Mrs. Bates:
I am delighted to ·read in Sunday's Democrat the fine story outlining the
outstanding job you are doing in rebuilding Mitchellville. I was impressed
with the developmen\ of the project when you gave us an opportunity in
Washington to see the plans you were working on. The undertaking is much
greater than what could be seen at that time. We are so glad you have the
cooperation and support of all the government agencies and those in high
places in Washington and the state. We wish for you complete success, and
know that you are getting great sati sfaction out of making Mitchellville a
place that the citizenship can be proud of and enjoy the conveniences that
they deserve.
Kindest regards,
Sinc erely,

/ "
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'-~{) _(

cZ"L L A..-f/1 '~ U

W. W. Campbell
Chairman

WWC:mm

\~

WILBUR D. MILLS
2D DIST•• AJUCANSAS

CHAIRMAN:
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Little Rock, Arkansas
November 26, 1968

.-~

~Irs. Daisy Bates
Director
OEO Self-Help Project
Post Office Box 567
Mitchellville, Arkansas 71639

Dear Hrs. Bates:
Thank you for your letter of November 23 and
for fon1arding to me a copy of your letter to
Assistant Secretary Baker •
•

There
need
to try and
be glad to
~mich

are a number of communities in Arkansas
assistance and we have been working intensely
assist all of them and, certainly, we \·nll
\-lork to help you and Hitchellville.

Of course, whether the Department of Agriculture
is in a position to help Mitchel~ville will depend to
a great extent on the a~ount of funds that are available,
but we will get in touch with Assistant Secre tary Baker.
With kindest regards and best wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,

-~ (

Wilbur D. Hills

WDM/ ji

~
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

P. o. Box 2778
Little Rock, Arkansas
November 26, 1968

72203

Mrs. Daisy Bates
Director
Mitchellville - OEO Self-Help Project
P. 0. Box 567
Dumas, Arkansas 76130
Dear :Hrs. Bates:
This is in reply to your letter of November 23, 1968 concerning the
loan and grant application from the Town of Mitchellville for the construction of a sewage system.
As you know, a loan docket was completed for this project and a request
was made to our National Office for the loan and grant funds necessary
to implement•the project. Our National Office advised us by memorandum
dated November 20, 1968 that additional funds are not available at this
time.
We are maintaining this project on our processing schedule for further
action as soon as loan and grant funds become available.
Sinc_erely J:r s, ,.i _
I

:

~...

,;

4'--<-:---4·

'H. H. Hankins
State Director

/]

,... / /
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WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506

[]~]~][)U~r~~[] ~~~TV

Mrs. Daisy Bates
Director
Mitchellville"OEO Self-Help Project
P.o. Box 567
Dumas, Arkansas 71639
Dear Mrs. Bates:
Thank you for taking the time to send me your report
and to brief me on your pro gress during your first
month of op eration. You sound as if you have been
busy. I am pleased to hear it because there is so
much work to be done , not only in your community but
in th& 11 t-'l itchellvi.lles" elsewhere.
Please accept my persona l appre ciation for the efforts
which you and your friends in Mitchellville are making.
Sincerely,

f\-\t~'

Theodore M. Berry
Director
Community Action Program
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FARM ERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
WASHINGTON, D .C.

20250

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR

... ""' ""'

Mrs. Daisy Bates, Director
Mitchellville Office of Economic
Opportunity Self~elp Project
Post Office Box 567
Dumas, Arkansas 71639
Dear Mrs. Bates:

We have been asked to reply to your letter of November 19
concerning the processing or an application to develop a
sowe». systarn for the communi ty of Mitchellville, Desha County,
Arkansas.
All grant and loan funds available for Arkansas have been
committed for this fiscal y ear . Our state office is revie'\'ring
all active applications on hand at the present time. The
tOlm officials ldll be contacted as soon as this evaluation
is completed.

Our ability to finance this project will be dependent upon
the amount of grant and loan funds made available for our
sewer and water facilities program.

Sincer~

/,1

/f#41~-Adni nistr a tor

Lowich Building, Fourth Floor
314 West 11th Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Date:
Reply to
Attn. of:
Subject:

To:

·•

JAN 1 4 1969
Thomas Mata, Jr.
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Request for Budget Change
Mrs. Daisy Bates, Director
Mitchellville Self-Help Project
P. o. Box 567
Dumas, Arkansas 71639

This will acknowledge receipt of the CAP 43 requesting a 30 day
extension of the present program in Hitchellville and a suggested
budget proposal for continuation of the project.
I am enclosing a supply of revised CAP 43 forms Which are currently
in use. Since the one you submitted is on an obsolete form I must
ask you to re-submit your request. If your request is simply to
continue to operate using unexpended funds, the amount in column
"E'' would be the same as oo lumn "B". If, hmvever, you wish to request ehanges in the budget c ategories , please indicate these
changes in either column "C" or 11D11 as applicable.
I wish it were possible for me to offer you some encouragement on
continuing the project in Desha County. It did appear from preliminary projections that this might be possible. However, information
at hand as of this date does not support our earlier optimism.

•

Since the project was originally funded as "one-shot" demonstration
with special funds not included in the statutory allocation for
Arkansas, it does not now appear that it will bo pQssible to refund it •
Should any change occur before the end of your program year, I
will contact you immediately.

j~1--nJ:v,i-~
Thomas Mata, Jr.
District Supervisor-Arkansas/New Mexico
Community Action Program
cc:

Jim Rogers, Director
-Bradley County CAC
. .

.

Keep Freedom in Tour Future With U.S. Savings Bonds

'·

98
Silvey Corpora tion
Tri-State Insura nce Company
Farmers and Me rchants Insurance Company
Midwestern Insurance Company
New American Life Insurance Company
Silvey Finance
Kim Premium Finance

ijDDY INSURANCE AGENCY
122 EAST WATERMAN
DUMAS, ARKANSAS 71639
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10 February 1969

Mrs. Daisy Bates, Director,
Mitchellville Self-Help Project
Mitchellville, Arkansas
Dear Mrs. Bates:
This letter is an expression of the appreciation of the work and the leadership
which you have done in the past few months for the people of Mitchellville
as well as the Dumas area.
During the past .sixteen years, I have worked with the people of Mitchellville
regarding their insurance problems and I know that prior to your coming to
Mitchellville, the people were both ignorant and unconcerned regarding their
needs. They were primary interested only with today's needs and did not
concern themselves with their future needs.
Since you came to Mitchellville and provided the fine leadership, the people
of Mitchellville have begun to move forward in taking their responsibilities
in society. No longer are they content to live just for the day, but they are
eager to up -grade their stat ion in life and become pcwt of and cont ri but e to
the society in which they live.
I want to thank you for your assistance and work in forming the Mitchellville
Property Owners Associ at ion. Through this organization, the people of
Mitchellville are able to exert their influence with the City Council to guide
them in planning the City affairs. The members of this organization are able
to accept responsibilities denied them ·before to raise their standards of living
and improve their lot. Through this organization, we are able to provide group
hospitalization, disability, and life insurance at a cost which they can afford.
Through your leadership, these needs have been pointed out to the people and
they have accepted the challenge with vigor.
f

Mitchellville is no longer the town which it was just a few s.,hort months ago.
The people are eager to improve ih'emselves q1(d they are improving the City
with it. They are now improving their 'homes, their streets, and their utilites.
·• ·This can be at!p.buted·directdy to your fine leadership and hard work.
Very truly yours,

( )~cd{:if:_t-l/.
llf£~ M. Priddy

.

.,.
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IA1t:s. Bates Takes Plea to Capital;
U.S. Comes to Aid o1 Ar1i~chellville
From .Gnzell• rress srnlcr.
Iread il and told her, "You can ! J)r. Riley said Saturday that,
1\Irs. Daisy Bale~, execulive.bet your lif~ we will give you his students would start work
this week on four programs,secretary of _th~ Arkansas ~h~p- l full support.
ter of the Nahonal Assoc1ahon l Mrs
was told to make adult educa ti on· d'Jscussion
·
.
of
. · Bates
.
..
.'
.
f or th e Ad vancemen t o f Colore d appllcat10n for a federal grant
Peopl~. spent three ~ays last that would pay up to 50 per cent bas1c pol~t1cal 1d1eas m a~ eUort
week m conferences w1th feder· of the cost for the sewer sys- to establish bet.e~ self oovern- .
al department heads in her at- tern. Dr. Riley's students had ment; cr r~creah~n progra~,~
t~mpt ~o get ~mprovement~ for found the system to be the ~n~
classes m rcadmg and wnt10
tiny ::\iitc'hellvJlle, an all-l"egro town's most immedia te need.
o·
comrr.unity in Southeas~ Arkan- "We now have to find th e He said _on~ o_f his students
sas.
other 50 per cent," ::\lrs. Bates was a spect.ahst_ ~n the Lauhac'h
Her e£forts were rewarded said. "So we will go to Governor melh~d, a sm;phfled pro_g:am o£ 1
Thursrlay with the announce- Rockefeller to see if th e stale teachmg readmog and wntmg.
ment bv J t'hn ~aker. assistant has any money. If he gives us Two of Ouach'ta's. :-legro a~h
secretary of A«r·cullPre , 'h~t rP 20 p~r cent then we will have lcles. Robert Corneltus and Vtrwas imor~'ssrd b•· the ornject 30 per cent' to "0. We'll look at gil Wilson. will conduct the recand would !!i"c it all the co- ;roundations or., any place we reation program. Dr. Riley said. '
O?eration possible.
mi ght get the rest of it."
One of Ouachita's women basBaker was in Arkansas with She estimates that a sewer ke•.hall players will assist.
otier federal ~Hicials to speak project would cost $90,000.
The town's jail house, ~vhich
at the Rural Life Conference at Tile sewer system would just has ne~er been ~sed, Will bt
A.rkansas A&l\l a~d ::-l Colle<le at be the beginning, Mrs. Bates turned mto. a stor.age room for
Ptn~ Bluff. 1r~ Kaye,. rural co- said. "After that, we are going the recreatiOn eqUipment.
ordmator {or tne Offrcc of Eco- to look for r oads. And after that "If you're not going to lock up
nomic Opportunity a.ls.o was at we are going to do something people, . then use .the facilil~ fo,~
the Conference and Jomed local about housin" to replace those rsomethmg more constructive,
11offici~~s _in t oLK"ing , ::\litchellville··:-.mchcllville ~hacks."
Dr. Riley said.
for a ftr~t-h:md looo;c
Freeman told her that she did He said that Mitchellville
Acco rdin:_:! to Dr. Bob Riley, a a good job in presenting her ).layor Charles Kelley, 93, who
political scil'nce professor at case.
has been mayor since the townl
Ou~chita B ·pti~t Universitv. She replied, "Well, you have was incorporate..! in 1962, }'1:~/
w:10 is ht>1nin'! Mrs. Bales with to t alk fa st In ArkallS as to get indicated that the town h?tl '
the vroj"cl. Kave, a form er anything."
for recreational use.
Pea~l' CO"''~ workers in :t'-'enal
~nrl 'h.- Philhpincs. fou nd t~Je
\litch"llvill"' h o us in g to be
"comP of the worse he had ever
seen."
H0 11''"'"""
Dr. Ri1ev said.
T<a ve rnJt that hr ca u~e it was in
'he TJnitn:J s•a•e ~. 2t Jep<t
~ometh'n~ rmrld be done b al1e\'i2te thr ~i tuation.

l

To wn \Vent Broke,
Used Up Credit
I

a

1Y1e

'·

OO\'erty-•~ddled town with
or 527 . .ilt.~t north of

po pu l ~tion

Dum as on U. S. Hi!!hway 65, is
hroke with no monev available
for ba ~ic municinal needs. L11 st
sum mer. th" city used up its
credit in ~tall in tt a water line
with a fcdl'ral loan and grant ot
$43.500 each.
In December, :\Irs. Bates. Dr.
Riley and 21 of his students
went into :\litcl,ellville to be\!i ~
surveys th :~ t hopcfully would
lead to feder;rl h ~: p and the
town's imnrovemcnt.
As a fol[oiHIO, ~Irs. B:~tcs
Y:t>nt tn W1>hinr:fon l1 make
PN
• 1 r · ~ . c:.
r·nc! 1 ht>t'
ro11:1d of conf~'rcnce> wt!h a
30- m in ut.~ in trn icw wifh A ~r i
cultur~ Sccr~tary OrvUJ
Free·
Ol .,''

~

. P•trs p1r e tt,,d to Freer
ur , :-~ret t .\r!· JO• f~ .1 •' :trdcle on
,,\ .l. ,·s viinht. F r~p.-
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At the end of the experimental federal programs and has sought we want to avoid." Brousseau exBy BOBBY STOVER
period, an evaluation will be out target areas where the stu- plained.
The 1\Iitchcll ville development
'lhc six-weeks funded program
made by Brousseau and the OEO dents can work.
will start near the end of 1\larch
project begun by Dr. Bob Riley ~o def'ide whether the program is
All work will be on a volunteer
and Ouachita students may be the
and end in the middle of May.
feasible enough to set up on a basis, with OEO paying only for
start of a nation-wide program nationwide scale.
travel and meals, H any arc mi ss- After that, a summer experiment
will be tried if the first one is a
designed along the lines of the
A limit of 50 has been placed ed.
Peace Corps and Vista.
success.
-,n the number of student volun"We mnst maintain the volunOriginally the Ouachita group
Bub Brousseau, a rcpt·cscnta - teers who can participate in the 'cr' aspect of , the program,"
tive from the Office of Economic ex ~~erimcntal project on a regu- Bt·ousseau said, "or else we're started a survey at Mitchellville,
Opportunity, has become interest- tar basis. This will mean at least going to Jose the very thing that an all-Negro community with a
po•1ulation of 527, to see what
ed in the Mitchellville program. :me trip to an underdeveloped t makes this so different."
could be done to help the town.
lie has sought help from the OEO area each week for s.ix wc<'ks.
A facul ty member will be over- The survey, held last December,
to finance the 1\litchcllville pro- Other part-time volunteers per· a11 coordinator at the school while
ject as an experiment which, if forming a special service may ac- a student, eithe r a graduate stu- showed the town to be lacking in
successful, can be expanded O\'et· company the regulars when the dent or a senior taking graduate nc:trly everything. It has no sewage system, gas lines, or pav•~d
the nation.
need arises.
!:!ou rscs, will act as student co- road~. !\lost of its inhabitants are
The project has been temporarAreas or Service
ordinatot·. These two and a sec- very old or very young, and many
ily entitled: "The College Corps."
The group will be split in to retary will be the only paid pco- arc illitet·atc.
Star Classes
1r<'as of service including rccrca- pic in the prog!'am. They will rcEmphasis Shifted
Working with the Community ~irn, home management, teach- ceive a part-time salary.
At
first
the emphasis was put
Action Agency in Texarkana, the ing basics of govt•rnmcnt a n d
Enough Organization
on what the students could obtain
Ouachita group will also sta1·t teaching writing and reading, plus
•·we feel that this is enough orconducting
classes
at places other fields which arc considered ~anhation, because if we get through the federal and stale govwhere they are needed in South- needed by the Community Action much more, we will get it tangled ernments, but now it has shifted
to what the students can directly
west Arkansas. The program will .t\ gency.
in all the rest of the government (See ":\1itchcllvillc" on Page 3)
be financed by OEO for six weeks
The agency is a coordinator of bureaucracy. This is something
ncar the end of this semester.

H nA fl) n
ll:~ uTI®~ u\J~ u~ ®

D,no~
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' Con!inued From Page 1
... sup~ly in the form of teaching
' and training. A group of students
"'has gone down each Saturday
.. since the spring semester began.
If the experiment is successful
. and the OEO approves a national
~· program, colleges will ·be assign'_ ed areas,0 probably within a ra'1 dius of 75 miles. In this way six
or seven colleges could cover the
average size slate.
Brousseau said he was surprised someone hadn't thought of at:

:J>
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0
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r·

he said, it would be one
most economical of all g
ment programs and would
:;upply hundt·cds of thousan•.
man hours to help the poor

tempting anything similar before
"th: college s~udents fi!s
so perfectly mto a prOJeCt of this 1
type."
1 •
Although. a nat~o~wide progra4
could run mto millions of dollars . .
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Special to The CommerciJI

!lOCK - T ·h e
' ' B o o t s t r a p s ' ' training
p r o g ra m p I a n n e d f o r
Mitchellville this summer by
students from 0 u a c h i t a
Baptist U n i v e r s i t y at
Arkadelphia may be cancelled
for lack of funds, Mrs. Daisy
Bates of the state Office of
. Economic Opportunity said
today.
Ll1. fLE

•

•

vo

Mo

In a Jetter dated May 2,
Gerson M. Green, director of'
the
Research
and
Demonstration Sectian of the
federal 0 E 0 ' s Community
Action Program' at
Washington, told Dr. Ralph A.
Phelps Jr., president of
Ouachita, that' the OEO would
not fund the project because
"student volunteer projects in

c

D:!Diil9rM!il ~ro©Jram
0

V;;dl

planning and provision of
services are not, as such, new
programs."
"The 'Bootstraps' proposal
is neither new nor a n
innovative approach to a
reccgniz~d v e _n _i c I e of
commumty_ activity, a_n d
therefore IS not appropnate
for funding ... ," Green
wrote, adding that he hoped
funds could be obtained from
--

nv

G

anoU•Pr source.
Mrs. Bates said h ad
appealed to Congressman
Wilbur D. Mills of Kensett and
the director of the Community
Action Program to reconsider
the pr~gr~m.
App!Jcatwn for. the ~39,000
grant was made m April and
the program was scheduled to
begin May 1 and continue until
August 31. It was to include a
-

summer education program
In addition to their tutori
and general c om m u n it y classes, she said, the hi
development for the all-Negro school students would work
town about a mile north of the community and ea
Dumas on Highway 65-South.
money to help pay thel
Mrs. Bates said e i g h t college expenses.
students from ~itchellville
If the program is n
had b~en accepted m colleges. funded Mrs. Bates said the
Part of the planned program
.
'
. '.
would have had Ouachita still may b~ a ll m 1 t e
students tutoring the eight program u s I n g voluntee
students.
exclusively.
'lW·'«*'''lti:BilCC..::.:o..,.. ;a*'' •t,s:.m,e,bSJ:..:;c'l::o::s::, ;. 1 _ tt:O::~:b ...z:»s: ... azc;ua:l
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CHizegs k;]al~e
&no~her !mig Siep
Dumas, Ark. - J uly 24, 1968
m arked another step forward
for the citizens of Mitchellville,
a small rural community ap-.
proxima tely one (1) mile fro m
Dumas, Arkansas, with some
150 displaced farm families in
the community. The town of
Mitchellville is the first town
in Arkansas to sign a contract
·with the State Planning Commission during the fiscal year. •
Mr. Leonard Winget, represent- 1
ative for the S tate Planning 1
Commission, p resided over the •
m eeting.
The town of Mitchellville accepted and signed the proposed !
contract presented by Mr. Winget for the grant in the sum of
$6,000 from HUD, which the
town agreed to pay one fourth
(%) of the gr ant. A check was
presented to Mr. Winget at t he
close of th~ meeting in t hat
amount.
·.
Present a t the meeting were
Mr. Don Strohmeyer, City Planner of Little Rock, Father
Thomas McVeigh Smith, former
president of the Hot Springs
Branch NAACP, p resently with
the Catholic Churches, M r s.l
·Daisy Bates, director of t h e
Training and Development Pro• gram for Mitchellville, the
M a y o r of Mitchellville, Mr.
Charles Kelly, and the council
members.
The council also signed a con- I
tract with the State Planning
Commission to employ Mr. Don
Strohmeyer as t h e planning '
consultant for the town.
Urban, ground and rural maps
will be given to t he town for
its use. Goals and objectives will I
h ave t o be discussed and plan- ,
ned for future land use. It is al- '
so left to t he city to consult
with the city consultant t o plan
any redevelopment for the city.
The 1st proposed project for
(Continued on p age 8)

to b~ donated t
the town also.
Following the signing of t h
contracts with the State Plar
ning Commission, the present<:
tion of supplies and fabrics, de
' nated by Mr. Dave Grundfest. c
Little Rock, for the sewm
center of Mitchellville, was pre
sented by Mrs. Daisy Bates, di
r ector of the M i t c h e 11 vi ll
Training and Development Pro
gram.
.
On July 10, 1968, sewmg rna
chines were presented to t h
town by the Arkansas r eprc
sentative for the Singer Sewini
Machine Company of New York
The donation was made a t th
request of Mr. William R. Mor
ris, director of Housing for t h·
NAACP.
Mrs. Bates said, "the sewint
center is just t he first step o
the proposed project. The cent
er has chosen for its first pro
ject the making of clothing fo
students who are t o attend col
lege this fall.
.
. .
I T h e Mitchellville Tramm_1.
\and Development Program l
:the first program ever planned
presented, and accept~d, by anc
fo r the citizens of th1s povert~
stricken area. The project wil
, cost approximately $20,000. . ~
is planned to provide the c1h
zens of Mitchellville with
''new look on life". The prograrr
was developed on t he needs anc
problems of the community. I
will b e in existence for fow
months.

I1ment, which is

Mitcldl ville

I

(Continued from Page 1)
the community under the planning grant will be a Fire House.
Lumber for the proposed Fire
House h as b een drawn by Mr.
Strohmeyer, the planning consultant for the t own. Volunteer
firemen will be organized and
trained to master the fire equip-
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THE DUMAS, Ark., CLARION, Wed., Aug. 14, 196S-7A

Mitchellville--The members
of the City Planning Commission for Mitchellville and
Len Wingate, director of community planning with Mrs. Ellen
Ford and Don Strohmeyer met
Thursday evening in the city
hall to make plans for the city.
Mr. Strohmeyer made a talk
on various ways to improve thi
town
and showed maps of
areas around 1litchellville. He
pointed out the things that
Mitchellville is urgently in need
of as housing, streets and a
sewerage system. Other things
that Mitchell ville citizens hope
to have are recreational facilities and a fire station. They
also need an industry.
Mrs. Ford stressed beautification and pointed out littered

•

I

streets, old abandoned cars and
trucks and weed grown tots.
The committee agreed to give
a 30 day notice of these things.

The members of the committee
are Alex Dodds, Linda Clay,
Mrs. Nellie Mae Young, Mrs.
Callie Portis and Willie Dean.

t J
~~

MAYOR CHARLES KF.J .T .F.Y of Mitchellville
le~t. pres~nt~ a check ~or $1.5·17 to Len Wingate fo~
Mttchellnlle s share ut cost of preparing a comprehensi\·e plan for the City of Mitchelh·i!le. Not shown
in the picture but pi·esent for the ceremony were Mrs.
Ellen Ford. Arkansas Planning Commission beautifica tion director. and Don Strohmeyer, city planning
commission.
- ... ·-

---- ~-----------
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--c:uisy Bates: Negroes Need New Self-Image 1
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By BERT CARLETON
Of The Commercial StafC
Mrs. Daisy Bates, who said she
didn't speak in churches very often
anymore because Christians "have let
me down as Christians . . . have let the
whole world down," told a Women's Day
audience here yesterday that American
Negroes needed a new self-image.
Mrs. Bates, a long-time dvil rights
worker who became well known during
the Little Rock school integration crisis
of 1957, spoke at Cherry Street AME
Zion Church at 800 Chen·y Street. She is
a former presiden~ of the State
Conference of Branches of the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People.
Allhough the theme for the morning
worship was "Women's Challenge in
Perilous Times," Mrs. Bates ventured
from this theme to speak on the crying
need among Negroes for persons who
think of themselves as beautiful and can
thereby live lives of dignity and self
respect.
She began her speech by saying that
"somewhere along the line Christian
people have not lived up to the Christian
1Jfe."

..

•

Mrs. Bates told of her childhood
memories of seeing her grandmother
pray again and again for blessings only
to be left with nothing in the way of an
improved existence when she clled.
Mrs. Bates said she learned from
this never to pray for things but to pray
for "the knowledge and courage to face
life."
White people, Mrs. Bales said, had
come to her many times in the course of
past years and told her that they
thought Negroes liked the I i 1 thy
conditions in which they lived.
She said that she did not like these
conditions and that she was not afraid to
say so and to work to overcome them.

"I'm tired," she said. "I want
justice. I think of myself as a first-class
human being and I want justice."
Mrs. Bates said that by doing such
things as teaching their children to love
white dolls, the Negroes we r e
perpetuating an inferior s e 1 I- i m age
in their culture. She said that in all the
"white liberal" homes in which she had
been she had never sren a white child
with a rlark·ski nned doll.
She held up a picture of the late
neverencl Martin Luther King Jr. at one
point in her talk and asked h!i!r listeners
to stand in the heritage of the slain civil
rights leader in order to give their
children an image which would enable
them to live active and constructive
lives.
In speaking of today's y o u n g
Negroes, Mrs. Bates said they wanted
freedom and were tired of Jiving in
shacks and going to schools which did
not teach them to compete in today's
world.
·
She sa id that youth was rebelli ng
because the older generations had not
done a good enough job of creating a
liveable world for them.
The real desire of today's young
blacks, Mrs. Bates continued, is not to
associate with whites but to secure for
themselves good educations and good
jobs.
In order to get these things, she
said, youth has recognized that it needs
not only political rights, but economic
rights as well.
To gain these rights she said two
groups - the revolution<:ries and the
militants - have formed within black
activist circles.
The revolutionaries, r.Irs. Bates said,
"are those who plan strategy and really
dedicate themselves to the cause." The
militants, she said, "dedicate themselves
(Continued on Page Z)
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to action."
As an illustration that black youths
are capable of gaining good educations,
Mrs. Bates told of a young Negro girl
who was a recent graduate of Central
High School in Little Rock. Mrs. Bates
said the girl went to her high school
guidance counselor to ask her about
al~ending college. The graduate had a B
ayerage, Mrs. Bates said, but was
adyised by her "realistic" guidcv.1ce

counselor to attend a college which was
predominantly Negro.
The young girl turned to Mrs. Bates
for counseling and several colleges were
contacted. Mrs. Bates said the girl
received several good offers a n d
eventually accepted a $17,000 scholarship
to one of the top colleges in the United
States.
Mrs. Bates said that this was one of
the "little black children" who, people
were saying in 1957, couldn't learn. To
Mrs. Bates the fact that the girl had
gained the scholarship was_ sufficient
evidence to show that Negroes could and
would learn.
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Urging the congregation to mor
active lives, Mrs. Bates told th
audience that "if you are a rea
Christian you won't worry about bombs
in churches or homes, but will work fo
a better life.
She also noted that often in churchc
she had attended the concern of th•
ministers was to describe in detail t•
their congregations how wonderful ]i[,
would be in heaven.
She closed her talk by urging al
those present to build the kind of li£1
and existence they dream of here an<
now instead of waiting for heaven.
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Jllitchrllville -- Ti'c citi'ZCllS
r,'itchr>!l·;iJle l' 1 ·' d 2
$3 , 0~v
Fund-flaising t.h 1Y2
·rr.t·"
-.:,,,.J 1:\o'iE'J:JLer ~·:::, • at
.s t;
of

~- ~·-

~

E.eil town rnc>.,tiL;; to llclp ;:a· .:>e

funds
for a MuUi-Pt :v e
ccntPr for I\iitcilelh·ilJe. 'J t.e
C"P'···r pill !louse a Day .. ('~· ·0

c~I;t;~., }~~stoffic'!, F!rt:.i.rJ::-. ~.
l'ubJj.~

Libra! y, cL:s;; r oc,;.1s,

de.
Litti.-~IJYPlo

recr>ivc·l

8'1

OEO Srl~··Eclp G!'<lJI~ fo~· <'2(1,0'10 fo;· trainin~ ~t>d ci::ve1t\)Jr;:;
pn)gr~lll .
The Mitche-ll'.·:!"OEO S~Jf..J:e!:1 J>rc;j"ct l1~S t: :n
in C'lera~iv'l r.)nrv C'C'L' r:: lO,
J9G8: ?nd will o:tc-nrl th•·," .i.
March l, J\!:J~••
~Trs . D2.isy P•..'l.tcsj ciir 'c.a."
from Littlo Hock, staled . ·;en
~ si:cd y;lJy s:u: cLo::;o r,litc:t.lll ...

ville for f:Icll :tpl·v;t~ct, ::m'1 'u•-;
much s~1e: c~:;,ccted to :!c( •:-rt·

plisl1 in such tiil.C

\Y ~ nl

Stt(·:·.

::'!

cm.:>ll p~r•t ~<lid, " I t11ott~·::1~ ~·
l:out it a lo;•["tii.1 1--fc··.-J r-:~. '='
tl:·~ dec is ion. to Jl1(>\'G tr. \:. •..;; ..

ellviliE>.

Wr::r~Ihl'flcliscc-v~::Ni

tl p )1:icllt cf}.Uc1,~li \·j1j, ~·1• 1 l'1:>
prci,: n .. tt~!· ... tn ... l'q'·~l t· • ,
J .. ,rn, r~iy:l C l 1 . .,., tCJ t ; 1~
t;":..'L~
i·l-c~-L~~l l~~(· att~~, i"!i.

ii

of the n~eds a1~ci <"o:Yli!ions o[ a-p involwrl in tiw 1>;11' of
?viitc!Jellrillc to v.:-r ·o··, StafP po-.c rtr. Tt~r stability of oJr
rr.d Fed~• al a~~;;(:i8' , t~,.!.t :;uc!:ll · 0 ,. ··~r , v;l,iclt Ina;. lJC'
tl,:·< at~;pd \;y 3 rr~ttlt cf tht'
so•nett1in~ \' oulr\ h" do:K· to n: ..
unJlle t nerd• of tt,e poor, ~re
Jin•.c tl!c dPltlor .blL· con·L1il'llf> :d5o i:n'ol\·cc.i. Our C'ltnsti;~n
o! ,,iJic!t the 1Ul3l pom· :;re ,.L.-<:,. ·e, c,,
our Dcm,.cra
t:c
\. Iii-'-' 1 • 1 -.,;;I
•
)
suli;e:etcd.
cnmr.litmrnt ,
our
n3tJOn s
'·\'iitlt this in tn in !, I r 'trlr illl::t''~' :t1ld our poe it ion of \•:orld
" '
. .
s,~vt>ral trips to \\'2 ..,uni,l
1r l lt.J. ,!.:rslaip
1' • 111 tl•'>
are Jll·,t.Ol':
·<
lltll:l( roas !:J:;,; d!s!J;.re t'.lils
fin 1 am.lysls, tLe ClEO Jll:oplearling tltr c:asr· of thr 1 ur~l cram p·o-.i ;pd an al ternatJve
poo:· , ilitlc!..:-~lJ;iJlc h•c ull'; a fc.r an onl:-rly social cl!:mge
S\ I~ohol of dl t!tr.· ponr aa.II.~";f,Jr cur Democratic !Jroccss aad
1; \ tErl rrral r·i; 7CJ:s a:· t:.[;; resi nsil'lity.''
. ..
co•1;:d'V , I v!sitv.! ttrb<'ll C'.ti•'S
'1112 Ci ty Council of !ltllC'lte>l l \=.-L•·!·~~ · u.. ~u~ ...·rds of doll~~rs Lll'<' \'i!l , 2 10 " : ·;;1th }.l.tyc.r :!l·Jps
~!C'ir:t; str. . t:! rnos~~ .. lt. !: C(~pd'l\',!1
i"<'llY aH• as];int, th._ C1LZOilS
trou: :e , r it•ts , ct.c . , yet Vl'l'f a'nd frie>trls lo m:l:,e a lillc•ral
l ittlr was heing d >!:c· to .Jlleri~lv co:.t~·itmti(Jil to their cflorts ~o
tl.c rk·pri\ation o: (Lo.> r•.:r<'!
.,. .,,,,~ S( 'n:•s up frvrn thor~
1 Ul•1 1 "- ··
k ,r . Ou r fricr .. !s and or~; .1!·
·;·cotstr.n s" . The amoant o.
i'.::.tior:s lol;l.Jied ior mon•lilior:1l $~·GO ._.,as collected at t~1c mcc~
h·, is:ation;:; for t',c: 1ural P' t't . iiP arJ 1 npro::imately :;'2,000m
···),s a r f'sult of our €'f!C·l Is } 1;•::..,1' <· e-·,, . Do'Icrs
may• wal:e
•
•
..JTI..i tlto:;c ,,f 0•1r frirnrls, C~:1cltu~:s 1,ayable to the l;lttGI:ell~r·'- s pasct•d 11\>J,,nin~,ful lrg· ,,\'illr·-0FO Self-llclp l'rOJCd,
:"t .• '" tllis yen lli:t!\':,n:ldl\·•:p cio ~::-~yor Ch rlr:, Kelly or
pre \···("tc a,i -:quatt.. i,ou . .,tng :~~t~:
\lrs. !)Jisy Dates, P. 0 . Be::
t r2 i n.:t:r for t:,... rural p,,o:·.
~GI Dum:J s, ,\ rt..ans::,;.
All
1 t P n rd-; cf ti.l· r ural iHJ:•:·
rim \tiur.s,. ~re tax de~lncl'blc.
, rl"'o ;. ~,,,: '"1'"",t .• ore tH1tr1 i ·
, i1·: t',t,rJt~f'~i. ', llut PH!l·!, Jl'Ofi..'
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DtUmos moryo~r laM,ds Mitchelhrme
r®sidetill~s,
Special to The Commerci al

DUMAS - According to Mayor
Billy Free of Dumas, the residents
of nearby Mitchellville arc "unique
in the skills they possess" and the
growth of the all-Negro community
depends largely on whether those
basic skills are developed.
Free, who has been mayor here
since 1957 and has seen both Dumas
and Mitchellville experience steady
growth, said • he doesn't expect
:Mitchellville to grow "by leap::. and
bounds" in the future because the
community is made up almost
entirely of elderly Negroes who have
given up farming to retire.
But Free is quick to add that the
residents of Mitchellville are unique
in certain lnherent skills and that if
these skills are dev~loped, further
growth is possible.
"The people of Mitchellville are
fantastic at skills that involve the
use of the hands," he said. "For
example one woman quilts and
another makes little powder boxes
out of popsickle sticks. Talent like
this could possibly be developed into
something useful and beneficial to
that community."
Free, like most Mitchellville

c©JI!s them 'unique'
residents, . admits that if t h e
community progresses it m u s t
attract an .industry.
"What would really h e l p
Mitchellville is for some industry to
locate there . . . an industry that
could produce some product that
involves the use · of these basic
skills," he said.
Free said most :Mitchellville
residents were deprived of the
chance to learn new skills because
they spent most of their lives on
farms picking cotton. He said,
however, the information a n d
training offered by the self-help
project from . the Office of Economic
Opportunity has given Mitchellville
new and useful training that might
be h€lpful should an industry decide
to locate in the community.
'The chance of an industry
locating in Mitchellville could very
well depend on the success of the
OEO program" he said. "If some
company that is considering locating
in Southeast Arkansas should see
how these people are willing to
ed!lcate · themselves and learn on
their own, that industry may very
well decide to loc:ate in Mitchellville
and put this energy and devotion at

work in a factory.'.'
Free said that residents o[
Dumas have encouraged the selfhelp project "because the people of
Dumas are interested in the wellbeing of Mitchellville citizens." Free
said Mitchellville residents patronize
Dumas merchants and that in ·return
for their business, th_e merc:hants
have shown an interest in helping
the Negroes.
"United Dollar Stores, Inc.,
which is located here, has definitely
!ended a helping hand to the people
of Mitchellville," Free said .
"Besides donating books a n d
pamphlets to their new library, the
company has given Negroes here a
chance to work up to a position with
the company . . . not just because
they're Negroes but because they're
qualified in what they're doing.
"This is one way the OEO
project will benefit Mitchellville
citizens. When others see how people
here in Dumas, and all o v e r
Southeast Arkansas, are willing to
give them a chance, let them earn a
living, they're gonna want to learn
and develop their basic skills.
"People here in Dumas arc 100
per cent behind the project at
Mitchellville."
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

P. o. Box 2??8
Little Rock, Arkansas ?2203
February 16, 1968
I'

_ .. \. ...J ·' ·
~~s. Daisy Bates
Arkansas CEO Rural Training Program
1511 Chester Street
Little Rock, Arkansas

I.1;.- -·
....

.,
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Dear Hrs. Bates:
Attached are two copies of a Preliminary Cost Estimate for the se~rer
system for the Tol·ltl of Hitchellville, Arkansas. You will note that
the total estimated cost for providing a complete sel'rer system,
including collection lines, pumping stations, and treatment facilities
is $105,000. This ~~uld provide se~rer services for the 130 potential
users in the Tol-m of Hitchellville and would allol'r any additional
foreseeable grol'rth.
If the Tol'm of Mitchellville could secure a 60 percent grant for
the construction of their sel'~r system, ~re lrould consider making the
loan for the remainder of the cost. Considering the econowic situation of the citizens of the To"m of l.fitchellville, we hope that you
and the tol'm l'dll be successful in obtaining financial assistance
from other sources to accompany the possible 60 percent grant.
We appreciate your interest in our program and your assistance in
helping the rural people in Arkansas. If lore can assist you in any
other lmy, do not hesitate to call on us.
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DONALD STROH ME YER
PLANNING CONSULTANT
REGIONAL

•

CITY PLANNING

•

URBAN DESIGN

1"ovember 1 , 19 68

Nrs . Daisy 3ates
Box 386--~
Du~as , Arkansas

71 639

Dear Daisy ,
Ho>v are you and your program comin0?
We will have to ba concorn od with federal pro~ra~s
r elated to• thc devel0pwent of Mitchellvil l e .
One of thcs o
programs has to do with streat development and I would
r econunend we have a man co me from .Ft o ;vorth ?.og ional Office
of ~-IUD to explain to ~11 of us the particulars of the
11
Code Snfo reo :non t Prot;rao-;1 11 o
I have included a letter \.;hich should be sent by
the :·Iayor .

Tho re is a pro\·~s 1on in this pro;;ra1:1 1;hi ch gives
$1 , 500o00 out rieht zrnnts to home own ers to repair and
re~odol their ho~cs.
This is a rehab ilitation pro~rarn- 
not a rene1·:al program .
Therefore ,~-o may not qualify in
all areas of tho City but lets g i ve it a try .
)fuch l uck and success in your proGram .
Sincerely ,

jJ,;-'1-~'
-Donald 3trohmcycr
D:3:ss
Jnc .

RECTOR BUILDING
375-0602

ROOM 810
RES. 225-3308

LITTLE ROCK
ARKANSAS 72201
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DESHA COUNTY
ARKANSAS

RURAL- FARM POPULATION BY A.GF - 1960
TOTAL 6009
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"Bonus" storase space for
htwn, ~arden t ools, opt:ns
to back y.ard.
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STORAGE

I
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- _.J

Kitchen is l.arge
for ___
rect,anl(ular or round t able. Can
ilccommod,ate .a l.arge family .
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BEDROOM

?

STAIRS

-

Inside stora1e providu space
for household items, doubles
as pilnfry are.,a.
Llvinr room-kitchen end can bC"

Ct>ntral furnace location for
eff ici ent, economical hutin&.

LIVING ROOM
12·- 0 "• 14'-2..

~
Large liv ing room has lots of
w;,ll s~ce for usy furniture

HE BELDEN

PORCH

'

3me: 901 sq. ft. expandable to 1005 sq. ft.
Brick: 913 sq. ft. expandable to 1019 sq. ft.
ick: 944 sq. ft. expandable to 1051 sq. ft.

)U CHOOSE YOUR EXTERIOR:

>u have a choice of outs ide finishes : Hardboard and Batten; Cedar
akes (in a wide variety of colors); Beveled Sid ing; One-half Brick with
:ombination of frame finishes available; and Full Brick designs. Also,
ur choice of three different windows: Wood double-hung windows;
II ventilated, aluminum horizontal sliding windows; or, aluminum
1gle hung windows. These and other decorator features can be seen ·a t
ur neighborhood Kingsberry dealer.

lltteHf
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ttlt

~

!t

BedrOOm end un be even
ka'~";;:-expanded an optiON)

Linen clont Is convtnitnt to
b1tl-l and kitcl-len.

BEDROOM
fO~O"a

9'-o"

3

I
I

~

BEDROOM 2
10'-1" •
Bedrooms •r• l•rgo onouP, for
' " In bods or k in1 siu bod.

~~
~
I

Th ird b~droom can d ouble
as d~n or nursery.

A special feature like 1 x 4 spaced ribbon framing in partitio ns to insure
rigid, plumb wall s is just one example of Kingsberry's solid, lifetime
construction. And, of course, the building materials are selected from
the top national manufacture rs only-General Electric, J ohns-Manville,
Georgia Pacific, U. S. Plywood, Dierks, Shakertown, Simpson, Weyerhaeuser, Universal Chef, Owens-Corning Fiberglas, Barrett, Allied Chemical, Stanley, Boi se Cascade, Glidden and Weise r, to name just a few.
NOTE: This artist's rendNing and s implified
floor plan a re prepa red only a s a general guide
and shall not be considered tec hnically accurat e .
To order this design, first consult Kingsberry's
architectural drawings to obtain technical accuracy and required dimensions.
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Rt, 1 Box 13
Dumas , Arkc.nsas
Decembe r 19, 1968

:.:;_~~-. .~~L~;'_s-.-·.::..l?#.~~-;.{..~~-~}_g_§iL~~-;.-~}~~=~:: _;~.-./J":;·::~~ 1-./1 ~·!,:.~-+{~~~~~.:~~~~-~::: ;.t:r-~:t~~,_·\. ":~'".;;·:,:~:¥2-_.~c~~:-; .._~~~~---~·+-r.-;'i":~.·~

· -- · ·-- l1itchellville Redevelopment Project
Mitchellvill e , Arkansas

·

To ha.ve lived for years in a cormnu.nl ty l-:here cl vic pride
v-ras almost nil, th e to-.;m '.'iUS economical ly deprived , the health
conditions i·:ere deplora ble, the children w·ere ne glected, a.~d
the "old •• and handicappe d suffered, is an experience that mak es
me shudder for my fellol'.rrnan_.
When you introduc ed the OEO Project, ~>Te be gan to see a Ne1·T Da y
for Mitchellville, The mos t i mpressive service is the stre ss
of clea nllness , The youth of our community has b een made aware
that cleanliness is t he most i m:r;orta.nt feature in good citizen ·s hip. The ir conduct has i mproved in the classroom and they have
become more inte r ested in projects that will help them plan a
future,

·

We are praying that sufficient financ i al aid will come so that
you cs."l co::1plete the project here , Nay you live long to serve
~
... your fello ~nan and may the Lord continue Jis blessings upon
-you and your dedfc a t ed life,
Appreciatively yours,

Mrs, Calli e Portis
Nitchellville, Ar~ansas

Date copied:
~--- ··
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Reed High School
Dumas, Arkansas
Decembe r 19, 1968
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Mrs. Daisy Bates
·
Mitchellville Redevelopment Project
Ni tchell ville, Arl<:ansas

:.-·~~-- ~--. -~;_ ·-;:;~..-- :- ~-~'~ --:.~ .._:~-fr.

·

· ··

·

·· ·

-r.:: · ~ --~ ·. >~ ~~-~·-~ :::~-- .(:~;_; .:.~_:.-~~;_:.. '-~-~ -~;_.r-:-_::i·;~:-.~:•."· :..: ·..~::i.-:~~;: "-~:~~.. ~-~~:~-- -r··~:~ _:;!··:).~-f -~:~_:_:~_-; /"~.: ~;::~:. ·~~;_;.·--f-~:~_:~::_;-:;.:.,:-~r- :-;-!~_ . : ·~.

Dear Hrs . Bates ,
I thought of sending you a regula r Season Greet ing , but it
cannot express the gratitude for the services you·' are rendering my students and patrons through the OEO Proj ect you are
i mnlementing
in Ni tchell ville .. .
·
...
Having given a fe w evenines in this community before the Proj ect began , I am cognizant of the dep1orable and deprived
conditions you found in the communi ty.

Not only do I see a change in ·the civic concH tj_ons nnd community relationships, the ~erson~l appearance of both children
and adults is i mproved in public and church uear . This is the
results of your s·e·wi ng classes and family advisol'Y discussions .
I have ·students in my English classes Nho have improved because of their being tutored 8:: trained to study . They are also developin5 better study habits and a deeper appreciation
for schola rship and citizens hip.
l1oney can ' t do a ll the morale building . The human touch by
the administra.tor i s the . foundation of good relations . The
r eal love you extend to each individua l through your o~m ner sona l. dedication for your fell oi·r.n.s. ."l. gives the l':-hole pro je'Ct-a
bri ghtness thB.t only the possessor of the Chri stmas Spirit
could r ad i ate .
!I
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I·lay · God bi"ess you for bei.n8 the ··chanrief th.rc;~ gh ' ~ihich a poor
child can have a doll for Christmas, a disadvantaged family
can have fire, food., and shelter, a senior citizen can smile
because of medical care, and the handicapped are ha ppy because of rehabilitation.
- - : ~h=iy God bless ' and keep you,

,

_._Mr.s • . Evangeline __K• .Bro1-m . . -.~.:- .. __, ··=· :::.·.·

~-;.. ~·. --:: ''-'Pres-'raent- Ar~·ansas · Te ache-l's··~··'Departme ilt

Chairman

English pepartment

•
~

..

. . --!.' -· • .' -:._.:: : ·---:. ,._.. :.- ~

·.:~ ,~- -~-·.,, -,;;,-.c ,., ::.-<_-:· ~··· -,,,_.,_ •.__ .:>'.-.• i:

·o f · cl·a ssroom··Teacher·s· · ·

A STUDY OF A STUDENT ORIENTED EFFORT
TO REHABILITATE A SHALL DELTA TO\vN

An Abstract of a Thesis
Presented to
•

the Director of Graduate Studies
Ouachita Baptist University

In Partial Fulfillment
of the Requirements for the Degree
Master of Arts

by
Patricia Merry Stipek
May 1969

Stipek, Patricia Herry, S, Study of a Student Oriented Effort
To Rehabilitate 2 Small Delta Tmvn .
Civilizatio'1, Hay, 1969.

Naster of Arts, t\merican

121 pp.

This study considers the influence of the college student involvement in a federally sponsored self-help project
of development.
an entirely

The community observed was Mitchellville,

~egro

settlement near Dumas , Arkansas.

The resi-

dents lived in extreme states of poverty with little opportunities of improvement.
Tha history of the community was traced.

Emphasis

was placed on the periods before intervention of assistance
from the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program (Operation
Bootstraps) and after the initiation of Operation Bootstraps.
The difficult circumstances under which the residents of
the community endured were most alarming.

Great importance

was placed on the student involvement in the initiation and
advancement of a self-help project.
tinguished Nitchellville from other

This organization disf~derally

sponsored com-

munities receiving assistance.
The prosperity of the community was dependent upon
the advancement of education and the relocation of industry
into the area.

The previous occupation of farm labor was no

longer adequate in an industrialized society.
employment had to be investigated immediately.

New fields of

2
The field study method was the basic research employed.
Interviews were held with residents of the community, directors of the program, and student volunteers.

Data prepared

by Mrs. Daisy Bates for the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program provided another major source of information.

Only data

which seemed germane to the study was included.
The improvement of the community was analyzed as the
economic, social, and cultural achievements were realized.
Monetary assistance from the Office of Economic Opportunity
and educational achievements through federal aid and private
scholarships channeled the development of Mitchellville,
Arkansas.

The realization that self-achievement could be

possible through proper effort and guidance was preferred to
the precedent of welfare.
The influence of the Arkansas OEO Rural Training Program became an intricate part of the community.

The presence

of a mobile home office located in the center of Mitchellville symbolically emphasized the core of this experimental
self-help development project.
The hope remains that this experiment will become a
pattern for additional community development programs.

Opera-

tion Bootstraps has attracted nationwide attention and will
continue to do so.

The involvement of the Ouachita Baptist

University students in the self-help program adds special interest and attention to Operation Bootstraps.

